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Imprinting ; A Comparative Study of a Range of Avian Species. 
This thesis investigates the f i e l d of imprinting by 
comparing the behaviour of a range of precocial, nidifugous avian 
species, i . e . types of b i r d which leave t h e i r nest soon aft e r 
hatching. I n the f i r s t chapter l i t e r a t u r e relevant t o imprinting 
i s reviewed. A fact emerging from t h i s review i s the lack of 
comparability between various imprinting experiments. In th i s 
thesis the importance of experimental uniformity i s stressed. 
I t had been thought by Lorenz: (1935) that some species 
of Yiafer, i . e . curlews (Numenius arquata), and godwits (Limosa limosa), 
could not imprint on an inappropriate stimulus. This suggestion 
was investigated i n the present comparative study i n which, f o r the 
species studied, the experimental method was kept uniform. 
I n the second chapter the experimental method i s 
described as i s the type of species and the taxonomic group from 
which they come. The species used were: the domestic fowl; 
pheasant; partridge; w i l d mallard; curlew; lapwing and oyster-
catcher. The stimulus used to encourage approach from these 
species was a r o t a t i n g , white disc, with a 45° red sector. 
In the t h i r d chapter, four experiements are described. • 
In the f i r s t three experiments the effects of various stimuli and 
t r a i n i n g procedure i n imprinting, were investigated using domestic 
fowl. This vsas done i n order to examine the effectiveness of 
the s t i m u l i i n inducing approach. The fourth experiment 
compared a range of species responses to a combined visual and 
auditory stimulus. 
I n chapter f i v e , two further experiments are described 
which were conducted on lapwings, extending the generality of 
conclusions from experiment four. 
Chapter six contains the conclusions drawn from the 
experiments, and the need to consider the natural parent-chick 
bond i s stressed. 
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The imprinting process has been considered to 
take place over a short period of time, ajid i t s effects to 
be permanent and non-reversible (Heinroth, I 9 I I , Lorenz, 1935). 
The term 'imprinting' describes the attachment of youngjto 
t h e i r parents, which affects theiVlater social, sexual and 
parental behaviour. Views on imprinting have changed markedly 
since these early studies. I t i s f o r t h i s reason that a 
b r i e f summary of research findings i s presented i n Chapter One. 
This summary describeulsthe many types of experiments*stimuli 
and species that have been used, v/hich have tended to produce 
c o n f l i c t i n g results. Therefore, any overall conclusions based 
on d i f f e r e n t species are extrapolations, often from c o n f l i c t i n g 
r e s u l t s . 
• Each specie can d i f f e r i n significant ways. Development 
may pass through d i f f e r e n t stages and at various speeds. Innate 
predispositions to respond may vary from specie to specie as they 
may vary with the l e v e l of hormonal secretions. The interaction 
of innate and experiental variables i s l i k e l y to result i n d i f f e r e n t 
experimental results betv/een d i f f e r i n g species. These differences 
must be considered i n any analysis of a range of subjects and 
species. Yet some s i m i l a r i t i e s w i l l emerge between species 
because of similar adaptations to the environment. 
1. 
Rarely have researchers used the same stimulus with 
a range of species t o produce more comparable conditions. I t i s 
t h i s f a i l u r e that has prompted the investigation described i n 
t h i s thesis. A range of species were reared and tested i n 
i d e n t i c a l ways. The results f o r d i f f e r e n t species were not the 
same and t h i s would not be expected. 
The experimental method used for these experiments i s 
described i n Chapter Tv)o. I n t h i s Chapter such topics as 
subjects, incubation, hatching, rearing and general procedure 
are included. The rationale f o r the experimental method i s also 
included i n t h i s Chapter, 
I n Chapter Three experiments carried out to select 
a suitable stimulus are described , This Chapter also 
includes an account of experiment four, which compares the behaviour 
i 
of a wide range of species to simyllar s t i m u l i . One of these 
species was further studied i n order to extend the findings from 
experiment four. To do t h i s , certain aspects of the experimental 
procedure were modified. This experiment i s f u l l y described i n 
Chapter four. 
I n the f i n a l Chapter an attempt i s made to l i n k the 
differences between species to demands made by t h e i r respective 
environments. The main conclusion drawn i s that the feeding of 
the young may i n i t i a l l y be the most important factor determining 
chick responsiveness to s t i m u l i , both parental and experimental. 
2. 
Review of -"^elevent Literature 
Imprinting i s the process.by which the young precocial, 
nidifugous avian subjects become attached to t h e i r parents. The 
effects of these attachments are so permanent, that even at maturity, 
t h e i r influence on the behaviour of .these animals i s s t i l l f e l t . 
One of the f i r s t studies of imprinting, or attachment of f i l i a l 
responses, was carried out by Spalding (1873). He noted that 
chicks of certain species would follow a variety of objects just 
a f t e r hatching. He also noticed these following responses i n 
chicks who were not expos.ed to a stimulus u n t i l a few days post 
hatch. Prior to Spalding description the following of humans by 
young birds had been observed. However, Spalding's experiments 
seem to have been some of the o r i g i n a l experiments carried out i n 
imprinting. 
Heinroth (1911) published a report on the Anatidae, a 
family of birds including ducks and geese. Ducks, l i k e other 
precocial, nidifugous species, include birds that are able to leave 
t h e i r nests immediately a f t e r hatching. I n t h i s study he 
discussed a process which he referred to as 'pragen' the German 
verb meaning 'to stamp*. Later Lorenz (1935, 1937), developed 
t h i s theory of 'stamping', or the imprinting process and 
suggested that i t had some very d e f i n i t e and precise characteristics. 
The four main q u a l i t i e s of t h i s unique process were according to 
Lorenz:-
3. 
a) the process of imprinting, not i t s effects, i s l i m i t e d t o a 
very d e f i n i t e period, early i n the animals l i f e . This has been 
called 'the c r i t i c a l period'. 
b) Imprinting once completed, i s i r r e v e r s i b l e and the objects 
on which the subject i s imprinted cannot be changed. 
c) Imprinting may influence many forms of l a t e r behaviour which 
were not manifest i n early l i f e . 
d) Some generalisation of the imprinting object or objects takes 
place to allow f o r species, rather than i n d i v i d u a l , recognition. 
These four points w i l l be examined more f u l l y i n l a t e r 
sections. A b r i e f explanation of the experimental procedures 
used to determine the responses of precocial, nidifigous species 
follows. 
C r i t e r i a used i n Assessing Imprinting. 
Responses such as approach, following, discrimination 
or preferance, l a t e r choice of sexual and social companions, have 
a l l been used as measurers of imprinting. Guhl and Fischer (I969), 
have indicated the necessity f o r adequate tests of these variables. 
Bateson (I966), stated that approach and following can be viewed as 
the same process. Following can therefore be considered as a 
series of approaches. Prior to approach the subject i s usually 
making high pitched sounds termed 'fear chirps'. During approach, 
'fear chirps' cease and the b i r d w i l l run to the stimulus. This 
applies to domestic chicks and many other species. These i n i t i a l 
4. 
movements towards a stimulus have recently been studied i n d e t a i l 
by Fabricius (I964), Dimond (1970) and Salzen (1970); the subject 
views the stimulus with side-to-side head movements; the stimulus 
i s then approached i n a series of tangential movements, so that a 
curve i n the path of approach may be. found. This behaviour can 
be seen by examining the course of the subjects' approach from 
above with cine f i l m or video tape recordings. A bir d seen to 
approach and discriminate can be said to have imprinted. 
Waen the subject arrives at the stimulus, a whole 
series of other behaviours may be i n i t i a t e d . These are often of 
an emotional nature, examples of which are contentment chirps 
and nestling behaviour. This i s a good indication of the 
rewarding effects of the imprinting object. Ylhen domestic chicks 
nestle to the mother hen, she protects and warms the chicks. An 
a r t i f i c i a l stimulus may not warm the chick, but the chick w i l l 
press hard against the stimulus, as though seeking physical contact. 
Some researchers suggest that a more specific t a c t i l e imprinting can 
take place (Taylor et a l 1967)* This view would explain the 
attachment and l a t e r preferance f o r a specific texture of type of 
contact. I n the natural environment t h i s preferance would 
presumably be formed by the process of nestling and warming. 
Lorenz (1935, 1937), Immelmann (1967), and Schutz (I965) 
have used the l a t e r social and sexual responses of subjects such 
as geese, finches and ducks to confirm the occurrence of imprinting 
i n these species. Their experiments are described i n some d e t a i l i n 
a l a t e r section. 
.5. 
Stimuli I n i t i a t i n g Approach 
A great variety of s t i m u l i can i n i t i a t e approach i n 
precocial species. Experiments have used a wide range of 
objects and found many of these to be eff e c t i v e . The most -• 
effective features common to these objects seem to be movement 
and contrast. Fabricius (1951), stated that when a moving model 
i s used, and i t s component parts move and sway independently, the 
following response i s again increased. In f a c t , anything that 
draws the subjects' attention can function as an imprinting object. 
^ e types of s t i m u l i used to cause approach have 
included objects moving i n dept<^h, revolving discs (Smith I960), 
l i g h t s (James 1959) and flashing l i g h t s , (iBercrombie and James 
1961). Moving models are effective s t i m u l i , but i f these are 
re t r e a t i n g they appear to be more at t r a c t i v e than advancing 
objects (Bateson, 1966)^ Rubel, 1970). I t may be that a 
retr e a t i n g stimulus causes less fear and encourages the chick to 
approach, whilst an approaching stimulus may tend to induce 
avoidance responses. 
The effects of stimulus contrast on imprinting are 
examplified by experiments i n which stationary stimuli have been 
used. Bateson (I964), Gray (I96O), and Taj^or & Taylor (I964,) 
have shown that stationary objects can cause imprinting. This type 
of attachment i s called 'static imprinting'; Static imprinting could 
be a form of adaptation to the environment. I f a chick becomes 
imprinted on i t s surroundings i . e . an area which has been a 
successful breeding ground fo r i t s parents, then i f at maturity 
6. 
t h i s organism chooses a similar breeding ground then i t too 
may wel l be equally successful. This may be the reason why 
certain species return to a similar habitat, to that i n which 
they were reared. An example of t h i s i s the Lapwing (Vanellus 
vanellus), which, during nesting, has a preference f o r a certain 
type of grass height and colour. This preference may well be 
learned during the juvenile period. 
The Effects of Colour on Imprinting. 
Many species have been tested with d i f f e r e n t l y 
coloured s t i m u l i to examine t h e i r effects on imprinting. The 
aim of these tests i s to investigate whether a colour 
preference i s a component of imprinting. 
I n research on colour preferences many inconsistancies 
occur, as they do i n other areas of imprinting. Jaynes (l956).v, 
exposed New Hampshire Red chicks to red and green objects, 
•t^owever, as the red object was a cylinder and the green object a 
cube, the shape and size of the objects d i f f e r e d , introducing 
additional variables which may have influenced the results 
i . e . the red object was followed more and more over the 4 days. 
Schaefer and Hess ^1959) exposed IVhite Rock chicks to different 
coloured spheres and found a s l i g h t preference f o r red and 
blue over the other colours, green and orange, grey, black 
and yellow were the least preferred. However, Gray (I96I), 
also using l^ Vhite Rock chicks, exposed them to rotating 5^ inch 
coloured discs, and found a preferance f o r red, yellow and black. 
These colours were more eff e c t i v e i n e l i c i t i n g approach than 
green, blue and white. Smith and Hoye^ (I96I), exposed 
Brown Leghorn x Light Sussex chicks to flashing circles of 
coloured l i g h t . They found red to be s l i g h t l y more effective 
than the other colours used (green and white), but the difference 
was not s t a t i s t i c a l l y s i g n i f i c a n t . A clear finding that 
emerges from the above i s that red i s an effective stimulus 
when used i n imprinting studies with the domestic chick. 
Other than t h i s however, no f i r m conclusions regarding colour 
preferances can be drawn. Shapiro (1971), suggests that 
the c o n f l i c t i n results that can occur i s often due to 
the lack of consideration given to the background against 
which the stimulus i s presented. 
The Effect of Auditory Stimuli on Imprinting 
• A. combined auditory and visual stimulus tends to be 
more eff e c t i v e i n inducing following responses than either 
stimulus alone. The domestic fowl, a game b i r d , prefers the 
pitch of the auditory component to be between 49 and 392 cycles 
per second when immature (Collias & Joos, 1935). Sounds outside 
t h i s range do not i n i t i a t e a significant approach. The preferred 
auditory frequency range varies from species to species. Different 
subjects w i t h i n the same species seem to vary i n t h e i r r e l a t i v e 
responsiveness to auditory and visual s t i m u l i (Klopfer & Gottlieb, 
1962}. Klopfer and Gottlieb suggested imprinting to an auditory 
,8. 
stimulus i s of importance i n the natural environment, where chicks 
may lose sight of the parents, but s t i l l remain i n auditory contact. 
Thus the chick w i l l not be l o s t , even when vis u a l l y isolated from 
the parent. 
Heinz (1973), has studied the effects of conspecific 
c a l l s , such as the brooding c a l l , on approaching Ring Neck pheasant 
chicks and has found the brooding c a l l to be effective i n e l i c i t i n g 
approach. Gottlieb (19^7, 1970), has conclusively shown that 
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the species c a l l i n the Peking and Mallard ducks, 
originates from the embryo's 'self-audition' during late embryological 
development, i . e . a f t e r the seventeenth day. This was demonstrated 
by three experiments: 
i ) I s o l a t i n g the batch of eggs from the parents, and finding 
that the neonates preferred the parental c a l l to that of a 
Domestic Fowl. 
i i ) I s o l a t i n g eggs singly from the batch, and finding that the 
neonates preferred the parental c a l l . 
i i i ) I s o l a t i o n of eggs singly and the wiping or brushing of 
the embryo's vocal chords i n order to prevent 'self-audition'. 
The neonate ducklings of t h i s experiment did not manifest 
preference for the parental c a l l over the c a l l of a 
Domestic Fowl. 
This shows that auditory imprinting i n the i l a l l a r d , and possibly 
other species, takes place during l a t e r embryonic development. 
.9. 
However, auditory imprinting seems to be p a r t i a l l y modifiable by 
subsequent experience, (Gottlieb, I965). 
I n experiments on Japanese Quail eggs. Vince (I966), has 
shown that sounds can speed up or slow down the rate of development of 
the embryo. • This maturational effe c t was produced by the sounds 
emitted from other eggs and could also be produced a r t i f i c i a l l y by the 
experimenter. Motor development of neonates could also be affected, 
(Vince & Chinn 1972). Other research has shown that movement of the 
embryo may cause parental vocalizations and t h i s may increase the speed 
of hatching, (impekoven, 1973)• 
'Arousel' and Approach 
Tarious experimenters, (Fischer, I968; James & Binks, 196'3; 
Kovach & Hess, 1963; Pitz & Ross, I96I) have examined the effects of 
t r a d i t i o n a l learning techniques, such as conditioned avoidance and 
selective reinforcement of responses, i n the imprinting process, and 
have compared imprinting with conditioning processes. Pitz and Ross 
(1961) using Vantress Broiler chicks which were 12-15 hours post hatch, 
sounded a loud clapper during experimental t r i a l s and found that t h i s 
caused a s i g n i f i c a n t increase i n approach. Kovach and Hess (I963), 
using the same species, used d i f f e r e n t levels of e l e c t r i c shock to 
ascertain i t s avoidance and/or reinforcing q u a l i t i e s . They found 
that the following responses to a blue b a l l , emitting the c a l l 
•come chick', increased with small shocks and d r a s t i c a l l y decreased 
with large shocks. Fischer et a l (1965), using electro-convulsive 
shocks on the domestic fowl chick found that one shock did not have 
an adverse effect on discrimination but nine shocks prevented approach 
and produced avoidance. These experiments indicate that arousal rose 
10. 
to an optimal l e v e l , thereafter decreasing. 
Guhl and Fischer (1969), have suggested that i f the 
emotional state or degree of arousal i n humans can be measured so 
can that of avian species. By the use of such measures as electro 
encephalography (EE&) recordings of e l e c t r i c a l and thermal properties 
of the skin (&SR) respiration rate and muscle tension, the degree of 
arousal can be measured (Fischer, I966) . However, these techniques 
are only j u s t beginning to be used to obtain information on imprinting 
(Schulman, 1971). 
DISCRIMINATION 
Discrimination i s said to have occurred when the imprinted 
chick prefers (as; measured by approach responses, etc) the f a m i l i a r 
or imprinted stimulus, when compared with a novel stimulus that 
d i f f e r s i n some way from the o r i g i n a l . There are several methods of 
testing f o r discrimination (&uhl & Fischer I969) . I n Simultaneous 
Discrimination t r i a l s both s t i m u l i are presented and the subject may 
approach one, neither or both. An alternative i s the Successive 
Discrimination method i n which two s t i m u l i are presented, one at a 
time, f o r a fix e d time i n t e r v a l . 
I n Successive Discrimination t r i a l s , the stimulus presented 
second i s usually followed f a r more than the f i r s t . The effect of 
t h i s 'extra' approach can be avoided by the inclusion of a large 
number of t r i a l s . 
The sequence of stimulus presentations may be randomly 
determined. One of these s t i m u l i would already have been presented 
to the subject during imprinting t r i a l s . 
1 1 . 
Many imprinting experiments use the discrimination or 
preference of the f a m i l i a r over the novel stimulus as a measure of 
imprinting. Under these circumstances several workers, i . e . Jaynes 
(1958), Klopfer & Mailman (1964) amd Smith (I962) have shown that the 
suhjects sometimes respond t o the novel stimulus. This has often been 
taken as a lack of evidence of imprinting and/or evidence f o r the 
optimal e f f e c t of the novel stimulus. 
I n the above sections some characteristics of the imprinting 
process have been described. I n the next f i v e sections the 
characteristics of imprinting propounded by Lorenz i n 1935, and current 
thinking with respect t o his early, views, w i l l be discussed. 
CRITICAL PERIOD 
As mentioned e a r l i e r the c r i t i c a l period, or the time at 
which the organism could imprint, has been discussed, by other 
experimenters (Bateson, 1964; Fabricius & loyd, 1954; &ray, 1962; 
Hinde et a l , 1956; Rubel, 1970; Salzen, 1962j Smith & Bird, I964; 
Weidmann, 1958). The length of the c r i t i c a l period varies from 
species to species. Agreement about any specific species has not 
always been possible, the reason f o r t h i s being the use of dif f e r e n t 
rearing and experimental procedures, and disagreement about the type 
of response, or lack of response, that indicates that the c r i t i c a l 
period i s terminated. 
The c r i t i c a l period f o r the domestic chicken (Callus 
domesticus), was said t o be from 12 to 36 hours posthatch. Various 
times have, been suggested f o r the c r i t i c a l period of the mallard 
duck (Anas platyrhynchos). Ramsey & Hess (1954) state that the 
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optimum time f o r responsiveness i s around 16 hours. Fabricius (I964), 
suggests th a t i t may be l a t e r , between 25 and 30 hours posthatch. 
Weidjnann (1958), estimates general responsiveness to extend from 5 
to 40 hours posthatch, Rubel (1970), with a game b i r d , the Japanese 
Quail (Cotumix cotumix japonica), showed that exposure to a moving 
object a f t e r the sixth hour posthatch no longer reduced 'fiear chirpsi', 
the arrest of Year chirps' indicating the p o s s i b i l i t y of imprinting. 
Another investigator, however, found qua i l to be responsive at an 
older age. Ozmon (1973), managed to get 12 hour-old Japanese quail 
to imprint on a moving, illuminated l i g h t bulb. The chicks of Japanese 
quail are able to locomote e f f i c i e n t l y at about 30 to 60 minutes a f t e r 
hatching. This may allow the c r i t i c a l period t o commence and terminate 
sooner i n t h i s species than i n others. The dcmestic fowl f o r example 
does not locomote successfully u n t i l 2 hours posthatch. 
Judgement of the length of the c r i t i c a l period i s usually 
based on approach, following, and other behavioural cues such as; types 
of s o c i a l i z a t i o n , vocalization, nestling and pecking. GteneraLly the 
hatched chick w i l l approach and follow a suitable stimulus and 
subsequently be able to distinguish t h i s from an alternative stimulus. 
•After a certain time any stimulus which does not resemble the fa m i l i a r 
stimulus w i l l e l i c i t 'fear' and avoidance from the chick. The close 
following of the f a m i l i a r stimulus eventually decreases. This varies 
with the type of stimulus (Moltz & Rozenblum, 1958; Brown I964), the 
degree of socialization of the chick with siblings, (Bateson, 1964; 
Salzen, I963; Smith & B i r d , I964) and with various maturational factors. 
13 
I t has been stated, by several investigators, that the 
end of the c r i t i c a l period i s due t o an increase i n fear. Moltz 
(1960), suggested that t h i s increase i n fear prevented further a c t i v i t y 
towards a novel stimulus. Others hold the view that fear i s induced 
when there i s a change i n the newly learned environment (Bateson, 1966; 
Dimond, I968; Hebb, I946; Hinde 1955; Salzen, 1967; Sokolov, I96O). 
The i n i t i a l experience was thought to stimulate sensory development. 
Without t h i s development fear could not subsequently have occurred. 
I f increased experience decreases the length of the 
c r i t i c a l period, Smith & Nott (1970) using socially reared domestic 
chicks, obtained approach to a visual and auditory stimulus up to 10 
days posthatch. Thus though the subjects received sensory experience 
from peers, they s t i l l approached the stimulus. However t h i s stimulus 
was thought, from previous studies to be e x t r a o r d i n a r i l l y effective 
i n e l i c i t i n g approach. Other experimenters, using dif f e r e n t s t i m u l i 
with domestic chicks, comment on the decreasing approach responses to 
s t i m u l i over the f i r s t week posthatch (Bateson I964; Salzen 1963)• 
Then reduced experience should increase the length of the c r i t i c a l 
period. This has been demonstrated by Bateson (1964^) and Salzen (I962). 
Various investigations have shown that the c r i t i c a l period 
does not begin when the chick hatches from the egg, but has already 
started during embryonic development (Bateson, 1964^; Dimond, 1968^ 
I97I; Gottlieb & Kuo, 1965; Impekoven, 1973; Vince, I966). The 
sensory systems are s u f f i c i e n t l y developed a few days before hatching 
t o be capable of responding to stimulation. Gottlieb and Kuo (I965), 
point out the relationship between the behaviour of the embryo 
duckling and the subsequent behaviour of the neonate duckling. 
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Gottlieb (1961^, 1963), has used the concept of developmental age, 
which i s the age from the s t a r t of controlled incubation rather 
than age from hatching. He suggests t h i s to be an accurate measure 
of the stage of development reached by the embryo. This i s often 
necessary, as some subjects i n the same batch may take much longer than 
others t o 'pip' and hatch. Gottlieb prevented development of the eggs 
by keeping them f o r 2 to 3 days at 29 degrees fahrenheit (- one degrees), 
The eggs could then be incubated and a l l would begin t o develop at the 
same time. 
This technique does not seem to have been adopted generally, 
even though i t may reduce the developmental v a r i a b i l i t y at hatching. 
This may be important i n experiments where the chicks are incubated 
seperately. However, Vince ( I966) , using Japanese q u a i l , has shown 
that developmental age may not be so s i g n i f i c a n t , because inter-egg 
stimulation co-ordinates the rate of development and the hatching 
times. This was shown by putting eggs at various stages of ontogenetic 
development i n t o one batch; a f t e r a certain amount of time they a l l 
hatched simultaneously. I n species such as Japanese q u a i l , where 
simultaneous hatching and mobility of the clutch as a whole i s conducive 
to survival t h i s i s an important consideration. 
I n conclusion, the c r i t i c a l period seems t o be an important 
factor i n l i m i t i n g imprinting. However, the length i s not fixed 
f o r any one species, but can be modified by either increasing or 
decreasing the amount of sensory stimulation. The l i m i t i n g factor i s 
therefore p a r t l y experiential and p a r t l y determined by the i n t e r n a l 
physiology of the animal. The c r i t i c a l period can now be viewed as 
the i n t e r a c t i o n between the degree of experience or sensory stimulation 
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and maturation. 
The concept of c r i t i c a l period implies that imprinting 
can only takeplace w i t h i n a fixed time i n t e r v a l . Since i n fact 
the imprinting period can be extended or decreased by manipulating 
experiential factors such as, the amount of sensory stimulation, 
•sensitive period* i s perhaps a better descriptive term. 
IMPRINTIH& AS AN IRREVERSIBLE PROCESS 
The i r r e v e r s i b i l i t y of imprinting has been witnessed i n 
cases where imprinting on an inappropriate object has; taken place. 
Lorenz (1935, 1937,) cites many instances where young birds have 
imprinted on humans and ignored, sometimes even attacked, members 
of t h e i r own species. Lorenz reared goslings i n a group so that 
imprinting could take place and the social and sexual behaviours of 
the goslings would not be l i m i t e d solely to him. Immelmann (I967), 
has stated that imprinting i s not reversible because under a r t i f i c i a l 
conditions a less than optimal stimulus i s accepted. He has shown 
t h i s with h i s work on Es t r i l d i n e finches, which are a l t r i c i a l birds, 
i . e . they remain helpless i n the nest f o r over a week a f t e r hatching. 
He cross-fostered zebra finches (Taeniopygia guthata castanotis) with 
Bengalese finches (Lochura s t r i a t a domesticata), birds belonging to 
two d i s t i n c t genera. TOien independent of the foster parents, the 
zebra finches d i s t i n c t l y preferred Bengalese finches f o r social and 
sexual companions. This preference lasted f o r several years. However, 
the males of the zebra finches would, i n the absence of female 
Bengales/"finches, mate with female zebra finches. 
Imprinting can be said to be a process having lasting 
effects on the subjects involved. However, these effects may be 
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reduced. For example Immelmann's cross fostered zebra finches 
would accept members of t h e i r own species, i n the absence of the 
preferred Bengalese finches. Schein (I963) considered that 
periodic reinforcement was necessary to maintain social and sexual 
preferences. I f t h i s reinforcement was not permitted, species to 
which the subjects had been 'tamed', would not receive social and 
sexual responses. Therefore the imprinting process does not seem to 
be an i r r e v e r s i b l e process, i t s effects can be modified by 
experiences subsequent to the sensitive period. 
THE INFLUENCE OF IMPRINTING ON LATER SOCIAL, SEXUAL 
AND PARENTAL RESPONSES. 
Numerous observations seem to indicate that imprinting can 
affect behaviour i n future years (Cofoid & Honig, I96I); (Fabricius 
& Boyd, 1954; Hinde et a l 1956; Lorenz 1935; Moltz 1970). These 
observations often involve precocial birds addressing sexual responses 
to humans, usually i n preference to t h e i r own species. 
Different experimental techniques have been used to 
investigate the sexually determined aspects of imprinting. Most 
researchers expose the subjects when juvenile, to an imprinting 
stimulus, and subsequently conduct tests to examine the effects of 
the exposure to the stimulus. An alternative method i s to rear 
subjects of one species with a di f f e r e n t species and record the 
subsequent socio-sexual behaviour. Tests of subsequent socio-sexual 
behaviour are either conducted at natural puberty or at a r t i f i c i a l 
puberty, the l a t t e r induced by the i n j e c t i o n of sex hormones. ( A l l 
such hormones cause prodigious sexxaal development and i n i t i a t e sexual 
maturity). 
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The hormonal treatment has been used by G^^ton (I966). 
Using the hormone testosterone oenanthate with Domestic fowl 
chicks, he has shown that chicks imprinted on a yellow glove w i l l 
show s i g n i f i c a n t sexual preference f o r t h i s rather than a stuffed 
p u l l e t . Other studies have yielded similar results; i . e . they prefer 
the s t i m u l i to which they were o r i g i n a l l y imprinted. 
I n order t o examine the latent effects of imprinting many 
researchers have used cross-rearing techniques and have studied the 
subsequent behaviour, (Immelmann, I967; Schein, I963; Schutz I963, 
1964, 1965). Schutz has conducted much of the work i n t h i s f i e l d , 
working mostly with the Anatidae and cross-rearing than with species 
of other order is. He has shown that male mallards reared with 
d i f f e r e n t f o s t e r species, w i l l prefer the adopted species f o r l a t e r 
social and sexual companions. The mallard i s a dimorphic species 
( i . e . the male and female are coloured and shaped d i f f e r e n t l y ) and 
the male r e a d i l y imprints on other species. The female mallard, 
however, r a r e l y accepts another species f o r sexual pairing. This 
difference i n behaviour seems to be due to weak physical cues from 
the female to the male mallard, e.g. a r e l a t i v e lack of colouration 
of the female. However, the cues f o r the female mallard, frran the 
male mallard, are very strong due to the d i s t i n c t i v e colouration of 
the male. I n some monomorphic species ( i . e . where the male and 
female resemble each other cl o s e l y ) , such as the Chilean Teal, both 
male and female imprint sexually on other species without d i f f i c u l t y . 
I n the mallard the female does not sexually imprint on 
other species, but she can be imprinted socially and maternally on 
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other species. Schuta (1971) reared a female mallard with a coot 
family. The mallard therefore had coots f o r foster parents and 
sib l i n g s . When mature t h i s mallard would mate and incubate 
n a t u r a l l y , with other mallards, but rearing of her own ducklings was 
abandoned i n preference f o r coot chicks. She would attack other 
mallards and geese which approached the coot chicks, including any 
ducklings that came too close to the coot chicks. These findings 
seem to suggest that d i f f e r e n t types of imprinting processes may be 
involved i n the development of social, parental and sexual behaviour. 
Fabricius & Fait (1969) attempted to imprint a female and 
two male mallards on humans. I n fact a l l the mallards were found at 
the age of 4-5 months to be sexually imprinted oh humans. This 
includes the female mallard which Schuts (1971) states i s non-imprintable 
on non-appropriate s t i m u l i ( i . e . the male mallard). At about one 
year of age these mallards were placed with a mallard of the opposite 
sex. Successful matings followed leading to avoidance eind fear of 
human beings. 
An even better experiment to show the r e v e r s i b i l i t y of 
imprinting would have been to expose the human-imprinted mallards to 
another species of b i r d i . e . i n order to avoid any innate predisposition 
or responsiveness to the same mallard species. 
Two possible interpretations of these results are: 
a) Sexual imprinting extends f a r beyond the sensitive 
period i . e . up to a year of age; or 
b) Constant contact with new objects or species eventually 
leads to habituation and preferences f o r these new objects, even when 
the o r i g i n a l object i s presented. 
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The former i n t e r p r e t a t i o n seems least l i k e l y since there 
i s a d e f i n i t e increase and avoidance of new objects by precocial 
species as they get older. Also i t seems unlikely that the 
'sexual' sensitive period lasts f o r as long as a year or more i n 
t h i s precocial species. Sexual maturity i s reached before one year 
of age i n mallards. 
The l a t t e r i n t e r p r e t a t i o n therefore seems the most limely 
and agrees with the findings of Schein (I963). Sexual fi x a t i o n s 
therefore, appear to be modifiable by post-imprinting exposure to 
a non-familiar object or species. 
The generalisation of imprinting allows f o r group or 
species recognition and also allows f o r individual recognition. 
Lorenz (1935), mentions how hand-reared geese could i d e n t i f y him 
from other people and would produce the 'greeting ceremony' on his 
approach. 
The imprinted object has been shown to e l i c i t approach and 
following and to affect subsequent social, sexual and maternal 
behaviour. Any object similar to the imprinting object also 
e l i c i t s the same responses. This has an obvious evolutionary 
significance; dangers of inbreeding and extinction of the species 
could be forecast i f only the parents or siblings could i n i t i a t e 
s o c i al, sexual or parental responses. Therefore, the whole species, 
or the p a r t i c u l a r sub-group of that species, must e l i c i t the same 
behavioural characteristics to maintain a normal balance i n the 
breeding population. 
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PRESENT VIEWS ON THESE CHARACTERISTICS 
The o r i g i n a l characteristics of imprinting, expressed by 
Lorenz (1935), have been modified i n many small but significant ways. 
I t . i s now known that, the length of the sensitive period can vary-
according to the degree of sensory stimulation. The view of 
i r r e v e r s i b i l i t y of imprinting has been modified; f a m i l i a r i t y with 
a new object or species can lead to acceptance of that new object 
as a social and sexual companion. The view that imprinting 
influences l a t e r behaviour patterns, which were thought not to be 
present at the time of imprinting, such as sexual behaviour, may 
be p a r t i a l l y erroneous. Andrew (1966) demonstrated that some strains 
of two day old domestic chick w i l l respond sexually to an imusual 
stimulus. I n t h i s experiment a hand was thrust backwards and 
forwards at the l e v e l of the chick* s head, and the chick made an 
attempt to mount i t . Andrew also obtained sexual responses from 
chicks of other precocial species, i . e . pheasant and partridge. The 
presence of siblings may act as a stimulus for the release of social, 
sexual and parental responses long before sexual maturity. Therefore, 
consideration should be given to the fact that innate neural 
mechanisms, behaviourally representing s t r u t t i n g and mounting, are 
present i n infancy, which gradually mature and then reach t h e i r peak 
of development i n adult l i f e . 
MODELS - AN EXPLANATION OF IMPRINTING 
The study of imprinting l o g i c a l l y leads t o a discussion 
of the mechanisms underlying t h i s process. Selection of the stimulus 
by the chick may be mediated by the responsiveness of the peripheral 
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sense organs or may be more centrally determined. A sense organ may 
have greater s e n s i t i v i t y to a particular range of sound frequencies. 
For example, the domestic chick has a preferred range of responses to 
sounds between 49 and 392 cycles per second, but below 800 cycles per 
second, (Collias & Jones, 1953). Schwartzkopff (1955) has stated that 
t h i s preference i n chicks changes with the increasing maturity and 
development of the middle ear. Thus the adult hen responds to a 
d i f f e r e n t range of frequencies than the chick. This type of 
specific s e n s i t i v i t y also seems to apply to the visual system, 
(Matiirana & Frenk, 1963; Sackett, 1963; Salzen, 1967). Maturana and 
Frenk ( I963) , have stated that the eyes of many birds have very well 
developed moving edge and contrast detectors. This has d e f i n i t e 
advantages f o r the animals i n allowing them to detect small moving 
objects. These authors have demonstrated that specific r e t i n a l 
detector c e l l s respond to particular s t i m u l i . Hubel and Vfiesel (1958) 
using single c e l l recordings on the cat, have shown that specific 
c e l l s i n the cat's visual cortex are responsive to stimulus 
configurations at the level of the retina (see also Salzen I967, on 
electrode implantations i n the brain of the domestic chicken). • 
Selection of certain s t i m u l i therefore, does seem to take place i n 
the sensory systems and these are associated with specific neural 
areas. These neural areas may i n some cases require priming by 
sensory experience before they w i l l become functional (Adam & Dimond 
1971a, 1971b; Moltz, I96O; Dimond, 1970). . 
The chick i s bom with a brain i n which some neural 
pathways are already present; other pathways however, must be formed. 
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The formation of these involves learning. Different researchers have 
applied d i f f e r e n t models to explain t h i s learning process. Salzen 
(1966),applied the neuronal model o r i g i n a l l y suggested by Sokolov (I96O), 
to the imprinting s i t u a t i o n . The neuronal model i s formed by 
learning e.g. the development of specific neural pathways which 
correspond t o the environmental stimuli around the subject. TOien a 
novel stimulus i s seen which does not correspond with the neuronal 
model, an amplifying system i s triggered which causes an orienting 
response. I n Salzen's i n t e r p r e t a t i o n orientation would take place to 
the f a m i l i a r stimulus; whereas according to the interpretation by 
Sokolov the orientation would be to the novel stimulus, thus leading 
to habituation. Fear occurs when the neuronal model has formed and 
novel s t i m u l i appear. The neuronal model therefore explains why 
sensorily deprived chicks i . e . a u d i t o r i l y and vis u a l l y isolated, have 
an extended sensitive period. 
Dimond (1970), makes three points i n c r i t i c i s m of Salzens 
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n . 
i ) The f a m i l i a r object i s alreaiSy part of the neuronal 
model, so why should the organism orient towards it*? According to 
the simple neuronal model orientation takes place towardsthe novel 
stimulus. 
i i ) Orienting i s not the same as approach, organisms 
orient t o many things from which they subsequently f l e e . 
i i i ) When an organism i s presented with an unfamiliar object 
i n an unfamiliar environment, why should i t approach the unfamiliar 
object i n preference, since neither form a part of the neuronal model. 
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Dimond therefore c r i t i c i s e s the neuronal model as an explanation of 
imprinting, but agrees with the idea of image formation and an 
amplifying machanism. He does not l i n k the amplifying system d i r e c t l y 
with the modeling or learning mechanism as used i n the neuronal model 
He considers, as does Klopfer ( I967) , that imprinting consists of 
two phases; the f i r s t phase i s the primary orientation and approach to 
one or more s t i m u l i ; the second phase i s the r e s t r i c t i o n of approach 'to 
one object', by learning. The primary approach depends upon the 
developing locomotor, visual and neural systems. The secondary phase 
takes place by various forms of learning. Dimond considers there to 
be an amplifer linked to both the sensory mechanism and the learning 
mechanism. The amplification function i n a newly hatched chick i s at 
a low l e v e l and sensory stimulation only causes a l i t t l e excitation i n 
•the neural system. I n t h i s s i t u a t i o n the chick approaches any object 
which i s 'attention getting'. With maturation of the sensory and 
neural systems, the amplifer can act on a more organized neural system, 
and new s t i m u l i cause higher amplification. 
A f t e r 2 to 3 dajs the chick avoids and shows fear of novel 
s t i m u l i . These s t i m u l i , being unknown to the chick, t r i g g e r a high 
amplification, which can lead to fear and immobility. A familiar 
stimulus triggers low amplification, which may lead to approach. -The 
mechanism of low amplification i s preferable to the chick and therefore 
may act as a reinforcer f o r the f a m i l i a r stimulus. High amplification, 
associated w i t h novel, s t i m u l i , causes fear and may act as negative 
conditioning. 
Dimond (1970), using various experimental techniques, t r i e d 
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to influence the amplifying mechanism independently of the learning 
mechanisms. I n the f i r s t experiment, he kept one. group of domestic 
chick eggs under constant illu m i n a t i o n and another group i n constant 
darkness. After hatching, some differences i n behaviour were^ 
noticed between the two groups. The light-incubated chicks approached 
f a r less readily and avoided f a r more that the dark incubated group. 
However, the a b i l i t y of the former group to discriminate objects was 
unaffected. These experiments indicate that the chicks' learning 
system was not affected, but that the amplification mechanism of the 
sensory system was affected. This could be interpreted as a priming 
i n the development of the sensory systems, f a c i l i t a t i n g the 
organisation of the r e t i n a and neural pathways prior to hatching. 
After hatching, sensory cues produce greater excitati. on, inducing fear 
at an e a r l i e r age and shortening the c r i t i c a l or sensitive period. 
The second experiment involved the use of a f l i c k e r i n g 
l i g h t on eggs which were incubated f o r 19 days. A group of domestic 
chick eggs was exposed to a square wave l i g h t , f l i c k e r i n g with equal 
•on' and ' o f f exposure times. This produced neonates which 
approached f l i c k e r i n g stimuli f a r more readily than a group of chicks 
which had not been exposed to the f l i c k e r i n g l i g h t . Dimond interpreted 
these differences as meaning that the f l i c k e r had affected the 
learning mechanism, rather than the amplification mechanism. Dimond 
therefore suggests a theory of imprinting, substantiated by 
experimentation, which appears to overcome the objections to Salzens' 
(1969) 'neuronal model' as a theory of imprinting. 
The learning mechanism, or the formation of specific neural 
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pathways, i s somewhat hypothetical as the physiological correlates 
of such paths have not as yet been demonstrated. A comparison of 
the learning phase of imprinting with other forms of learning, such 
as associative and perceptual learning. Associative learning has 
several specific a t t r i b u t e s ; i t requires reinforcement; the resulting 
behaviour i s overt; the response i s generalised to more than one 
stimulus. 
Campbell and Pickleman (I96I) successfully used the 
imprinting object as a reinforcer or rewiard f o r securing the choice 
of a p a r t i c u l a r path i n a 'T' maze by domestic chicks. Abercrombie 
and James (I96I) successfully used a flashing l i g h t as an unconditioned 
stimulus,.with domestic chicks. Meyer et a l (1970) have used l i g h t 
increment as a reinforcer f o r domestic chicks and found t h i s to be 
e f f e c t i v e , however l i g h t decrement was not found to be e f f e c t i v e . 
Peterson (I96O), Hoffman,(I968), Hofftaan et a l (I966, I969) have shown 
that the imprinting stimulus can be used as a reinforcer i n both 
rewarding and punishment situations. Barrett (1972), prevented 
conditioned pole pecking by admin'stering e l e c t r i c shocks. The 
conclusion he draws from t h i s , i s that i f conditioning can be 
reversed i n the domestic chicken, then imprinting, which may be a form 
of conditioning, may also be r e v e r a b l e . Originally i t was f e l t that 
the imprinting object was not reinforcing and therefore imprinting 
could not be regarded as a form of associative learning. However, 
i t i s now clear that the imprinting object can be used as a stimulios 
f o r conditioning chidss to perform diverse a c t i v i t i e s . Present 
evidence seems to indicate that the imprinting stimulus has several 
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reinforcing or rewarding proparties,(Bateson, 1964b). Ttese 
reinforcers were not o r i g i n a l l y obvious to experimenters, and 
imprinting can now be considered t o be a form of associative learning. 
Theories of perceptual learning aim at explaining an 
organism's a b i l i t y t o discriminate between d i f f e r e n t s t i m u l i . This 
a b i l i t y may be d i r e c t l y related to the extent of exposure to those 
s t i m u l i . The advantage of perceptual learning i n describir^ 
imprinting i s that i t avoids postulating a reinforcer. This account 
of impi^-nting has been f&'^.oured. by some researchers (Salzen 1962; 
Sluckin 1962; Sluckin & Salzen I96I). Salzen viewed the process of 
imprinting as taking place i n the following way; the i n i t i a l stage of 
approach behaviour was exploration, t h i s being followed b y . f a m i l i a r i t y 
with the stimulus or perceptual learning, t h i s corresponds to his 
description of the neuronal model. Subsequently t h i s learning leads 
to better instrumental learning, or latent and incidental learning. 
This p a r t i c u l a r attachment to a stimulus or configuration of s t i m u l i , 
would be equivalent to imprinting and similar processes. Sluckin 
agrees with Salzen on the significance of perceptual learning and 
relates perceptual learning to the amount of sensory stimulation. 
As perceptual learning depends on the degree of exposure to a stimulus 
then a r e s t r i c t i o n of sensory stimulation reduces perceptual learning. 
As the organism matures the sensory systems develop and there i s an 
increase i n the capacity f o r perceptual learning. According to 
Sluckin (1962) sensory stimulation and perceptual learning are interrelated; 
perceptual learning w i l l take place as the organism receives sensory 
stimulation. The major c r i t i c i s m of perceptual learning as a theory 
of imprinting i s similar t o that raised against the neuronal model, 
namely, why should the organism orient towards and approach the 
unfamiliar object i n an unfamiliar environment? 
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Imprinting seems to be the result of a balance between 
the innate schemata, (information contained i n neural pathways, 
present early i n embryonic development), and learning processes. 
Some researchers have attempted to analyse the contribution of 
innate schemata to behaviour (Hinde 1955; Immelmann, 1964; Lorenz, 
1935; Schutz, 1965; TinXbergen, 1959)• These pathways predispose 
the organism t o respond i n certain ways, perhaps by approach and 
following, towards certain physical or behavioural cues which act as 
an Innate Releasing Mechanism (I.R.M.), when the organism i s 
presented with these cues. I n certain cases a supra-normal stimulus 
could act as the Innate Releaser (l.R.) even i f t h i s was not the 
natural releaser. 
Innate schemata may or may not be modifiable as a result 
of experience. As previously described Schutz's (I965) work on 
the female mallard resulted i n inappropriate social and maternal 
behaviours, but not inappropriate sexual behaviour. He explains 
these differences i n terms of the 'balance p r i n c i p l e * . The 
re s u l t i n g behaviour i s a balance between innate and learned 
components, i n the female mallard there i s less choice allowed on 
sexual companions. Immelmann (I967) holds a very similar view. He 
considers that b i r d s , (he uses finches as an example), have a narrow 
range of s t i m u l i to which they w i l l respond. This range i s further 
narrowed, or the responses become more specific, during imprinting. 
I n cross-fostering experiments Immelmann has shown that zebra finches 
w i l l i n i t i a l l y respond to both zebra and Bengalese finches. Early 
learning however, tends to r e s t r i c t t h i s response to one or other of 
the species. 
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Lorenz (1935), o r i g i n a l l y stated that different species 
of precocial birds w i l l d i f f e r i n t h e i r response to s t i m u l i , 
according to the completeness of the innate schemata. I n some species 
these schemata l i m i t imprinting, and l a t e r socio-sexual responses, to 
the natural st i m u l i only, i . e . the same species. He explains the 
lack of r e a c t i v i t y to non-natural objects during imprinting experiments, 
i n the curlew (Numenius arquata) and the godwit (Limosa limosa), as 
due to an almost complete innate schema. He. termed t h i s the 'Mosaic 
form' of imprinting. The exceptional r e a c t i v i t y of precocial birds, 
such as the domestic chickens, mallards and geese, i s due to less 
complete innate schemata, which Lorenz designated as the'regulative 
form' of imprinting. Lorenz imagined a scale of responsiveness 
between two extremes, d i f f e r e n t species occurring at different points 
along the scale. 
I n order to v e r i f y Lorenz's hypothesis i t would seem 
desirable to conduct similar experiments on a wide range of 
species. This i s necessary due to the variation i n experimental 
procedures used by other researchers e.g. the lack of uniformity i n 
imprinting experiments, types of species; and the time of the 
experiments i n r e l a t i o n t o the sensitive period. Lorenz's hypothesis 
would be correct i f the d i f f e r e n t species f e l l i n t o the scale 
specified by him. Lorenz considered the curlew to have a complete 
innate schema and therefore to be unreactive to non-natural s t i m u l i . 
However, i f some of the curlews react to the non natural stimuli t h i s 
would appear to disprove some of Lorenz's argument's. I n fact Seitz 
(1949) described how a curlew, being reared i n a cage at head height, 
approached a researcher's head as he moved past the cage. The curlew 
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approached an inappropriate.object and therefore the situation cannot 
be as straight forward as Lorenz i n i t i a l l y implied. 
SUMMARY OF CURBENT VIEWS ON IMPRINTIN& 
Imprinting remains a unique process. Experimenters cannot 
neatly place i t i n t o other categories of learning. A l l researchers 
agree that i t i s a form of learning, but they cannot agree on the 
type or mode of aquisition. Two current attitudes on imprinting 
are, that imprinting i s the conditionihg of an innate social response; 
or that imprinting results a f t e r the foraiation of a 'neural model', 
which then allows comparisons with novel s t i m u l i , i f these mis-match, 
fear, avoidance or immobility may r e s u l t . Lorenz's (1935*1937) c r i t e r i a 
of imprinting have subsequently been modified by other researchers, 
but his basic hypothesis seems to have been upheld. The main 
cr i t i c i s m s and modifications of Lorenz's hypothesis are i n respect of 
the c r i t i c a l period, Lorenz said that the c r i t i c a l period lasted only 
a few days and that i f imprinting did not occur during t h i s period i t 
would not take place. This has been shown to be inaccurate. A domestic 
fowl chick which has undergone sensory deprivation w i l l s t i l l approach 
and imprint ten days posthatch (Smith & Nott, 1970)* I n view i f these 
results i t i s f e l t that the c r i t i c a l period should perhaps become 
termed the 'sensitive period', because termination of imprinting i s 
dependent on sensory stimulation and not purely i n t e r n a l d'etenninants 
of the organism. 
Imprinting seems to direct l a t e r social, sexual and 
parental behaviours. However, two points should be made. The f i r s t 
i s that many of these responses are already present during infancy 
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(Andrew I966; Schulman 1970). Therefore they are not la t e r behaviours 
but neonatal behaviours which develop with the maturing organism. The 
second point i s that once these 'behaviours have developed f u l l y they 
can be mis-directed to an inappropriate stimulus (Fabricius & Fait 
1969); Immelmann, 196?; Schein I963); therefore the control of these 
behaviours by imprinting may not be as great as o r i g i n a l l y inferred 
by Lorenz. 
Imprinting does have characteristic features but these seem 
to be extreme cases of characteristics found i n other forms of 
learning and behaviour. The extreme nature of these features may be 
associated with the fact that they are learned at a very early and 
formative period i n the organisms l i f e when other influencing factors 
are reduced or absent. 
31. 
CHAPTER TWO 
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND PROCEDURE 
I t has been mentioned previously that the problem with many 
of the experiments carried out on imprinting i s that d i f f e r e n t 
experiments have used d i f f e r e n t conditions and dif f e r e n t s t i m u l i ; the 
st i m u l i used in' the same experiment are often not comparable (e.g. 
Jaynes' experiments with colour, 1956, referred to i n Chapter 1). As 
v;ery few studies have conducted psychometric scaling on the parameters 
involved i n imprinting s t i m u l i (Smith I969)' the need fo r u n i f o i m t y of 
conditions f o r a l l subjects i s essential irrespective of species. 
Therefore any study intending to compare the i m p r i n t a b i l i t y of diff e r e n t 
species must ensure as f a r as possible that hatching, rearing and 
experimental conditions are equivalent f o r a l l subjects. 
I n the experiments reported i n t h i s thesis comparability 
of experimental conditions was ensured i n various ways, and i n what 
follows the steps taken to ensure standardization and the experimental 
procedure adhered to are described. 
I . SUBJECTS 
Any investigation i n t o imprinting necessitates the study 
of precocial, nidifugous species.. These species include chicks which 
leave the nest soon a f t e r hatching and are cl a s s i f i e d i n the Moiern 
Birds, or Superorder, Neognathae. There are 19 orders of birds of 
which 6 orders contain nidifugous types. Species from 3 of these 




Ducks and Geese. 
0. Charadriformes 




Wild mallard (Anas platyrhynchos) 
Curlew (Numenius arquata;) 
Lapwing (Vanellus vanellus) 
Oyster-catcher (Haematopus 
Ostralegus occidentalis) 
Domestic fowl (Gallus gallus) 
Partridge (Perdix perdix) 
Pheasant (Phasianus colchicus) 
(both melanistic and r i n g neck 
s t r a i n s ) • 
A l l the game b i r d eggs were obtained from commercial breeders. 
The w i l d species were collected specially f o r the study either personally 
or from the Slimbridge Wildfowl Trust. 
I I . INCUBATION 
The di f f e r e n t species studied required di f f e r e n t temperatures 
and humidities f o r incubation. This was due to the vastly different 
natural environment i n which they l i v e and breed. The game birds nest 
i n a d r i e r environment than the waders; Waders nest i n a variety of 
places, and many are found i n cultivated f i e l d s : the difference i n 
incubatory conditions i s probably due to the blood temperature and body 
humidity of the'parent waders. Curfew type incubators were set and 
adjusted f o r the di f f e r e n t incubatory needs of the birds. The eggs of 
the game birds were incubated at lol°F (38°C), and a l l the eggs were 
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sprayed with water d a i l y , and turned d a i l y . This was to prevent the 
embryonic membranes from drying and sticking to the shells. Light 
entered the incubators only when eggs were being checked, sprayed and 
turned. Care was taken with t h i s aspect of the incubation as Dimond 
(1970), has noted that chick behaviour can be affected by exposure t o 
l i g h t . 
I I I . HATCHIN& 
The hatching times of the game birds and mallard eggs could 
be planned and predicted to within a few hours. This was impossible 
with the waders due to the random mode of co l l e c t i o n . Constant v i s i t s 
to the incubators were therefore made to ensure accurate estimations of 
post-hatch age. This ensured that a l l birds were tested within the 
f i r s t 6-12 hours post-hatch. After hatching, subjects were allowed to 
dry u n t i l experimentation began, or were removed from the incubators 
and placed i n individual cages i n visual i s o l a t i o n from other 
organisms. 
17. REARIN& 
The rearing cubicles, or cages, were matt grey surfaced, 
i n order to prevent re f l e c t i o n s which could have affected the subjects' 
l a t e r responses during experimentation. The cages were 12" long x 9?" 
wide X si" high. Each cage was heated and l i t by a 60w. bulb, passed 
through a 2-^ " diameter hole at the back of the cage. Yfater was 
delivered through 'flomatic' drinking troughs. Food varied from 
species t o species and was placed i n small feeding troughs. 
The game birds were fed on Chick Starter Mash and/or 
turkey crumbs. Which of these two foods were given depended on the 
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size of the chicks. 'Chick mash' tended to block the beaks and 
feet of the smaller birds. Ducks were fed on •chick mash' mixed 
thoroughly with water u n t i l i t was of a mushy consistency. 
The waders needed the most varied d i e t , which included 
high protein-content foods, such as 'chick crumbs', eggs, f i s h , 
meat ard invertebrates. Mineral elements, i n the form of calcium 
salts and oyster shells, were also added i n moderation. The 
addition of minerals was necessary to compensate f o r dietary 
deficiencies of calcium, which can produce malformation i n the 
wings and legs of chicks. As the feet and leg size of the species 
d i f f e r e d , the f l o o r i n g was changed accordingly. This usually 
involved making the f l o o r firmer. These were the major steps 
used t o ensure similar backgrounds f o r a l l species concerned. 
However, there was no auditory i s o l a t i o n of subjects. This may 
have introduced unwanted variables t o the experiments, since eggs 
of d i f f e r e n t species of waders were placed together i n the incubator. 
Also a l l hatched subjects remained i n the same room, irrespective of 
species. Gottlieb (I965) suggests that exposure to an auditory 
stimulus a f t e r hatching can modify the early learning of self 
vocalisations of a multitude of species. The auditory stimuli to 
which the chicks were exposed would potentially cover a wide range 
of frequencies and might be expected to reduce the importance of 
self audition. 
A f t e r experimentation was completed the birds were 
transferred from a s o l i t a r y to communal cages. Usually a f t e r the 
o r 
t h i r d week the cages were moved outside the labVitory, on to a lawn. 
The change from a s o l i t a r y to a communal environment often 
produced interesting results: the behaviour was noted and i s 
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described i n the appendix, 
V. PROCEDURE 
Prior to each day's experimentation the subjects were 
transferred from the rearing room to the experimental laboratory 
i n a dark box, 5" x 4" x 4"', Most experiments continued f o r 5 
days. The f i r s t 3 days involved the presentation of the 'familiar' 
stimulus. The 4th and 5th days were used f o r preference t r i a l s . 
These involved simultaneous presentation of the familiar and the 
novel, or unfamiliar, s t i m u l i . The exposure t r i a l s took place i n 
a rectangular run with the f a m i l i a r stimulus at one end. The 
stimulus was changed from one end to the other after each day's 
experimentation. The rectangular run was 10' x 2^' x 2' (Smith, 
1960), The f l o o r was marked at 6 inch i n t e r v a l s , from plus 10 
through 0 t o minus 10, The chick was placed at 0 at the s t a r t of 
each t r i a l . The run had two overhead l i g h t s , which produced 
maximum il l u m i n a t i o n at both ends of the run (see figure l A ) . 
I n the discrimination t r i a l s the run was triangular 
(see figure I B ) , The st i m u l i were placed at two of the angles, 
and the positions were changed a f t e r the f i r s t day. The f l o o r 
was graded i n semi-circles, marked from 0 to 10 on both sides of 
the mid-line. The chicks were then placed at 0, i n front of the 
scoring: area. I f the chick ran to the f a m i l i a r stimulus, positive 
scores were gained. Running to the unfamiliar stimulus produced 
negative scores. The t o t a l score was the sum of these two scores, 
A b i r d that moved from 0 but did not pass over a grade, did not 
receive any score, A t y p i c a l stimulus consisted of a disc 
revolving twice per second, combined with an auditory stimulus. 
3^. 
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Diagram of the experimental chamber used f o r 
preference or simultaneous discrimination t r i a l s . 
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During experimentation the chicks were prevented from 
seeing the observer by the darkness of the laboratory and a 
double-netted screen above the run. The recording of behaviour 
was made at 15 second i n t e r v a l s . Behaviour patterns were also 
recorded where relevant. 
Two other p r a c t i c a l considerations had to be taken 
i n t o account. Some species of birds, especially the waders 
chicks, slipped on the f l o o r of the experimental chamber. For 
t h i s reason brown hessian was placed on the f l o o r of the chamber. 
A l l chicks were able to walk on t h i s quite adequately. The 
second point was that f o r some species, especially oyster catchers 
and curlews, very few subjects were obtained. The results for these 
species therefore can only be tentative; however, some indication 
of t h e i r i m p r i n t a b i l i t y can be obtained, 
y i . EXPERDiENTAL RATIONALE 
The major concern of the present research was to investigate 
the i m p r i n t a b i l i t y of di f f e r e n t species to s t i m u l i which had been 
found to be effe c t i v e when used with domestic chicks and other species 
i n the laboratory. The choice of stim u l i was d i f f i c u l t . The 
st i m u l i should be effective not only f o r domestic chicks but f o r as 
many other species as possible. Thus id e a l l y the stimuli chosen 
would be supra-normal i n e l i c i t i n g approach behaviour. Smith and 
Bird (1964) used a disc, r o t a t i n g at two revolutions per second, 
with a 45° red sector as a stimulus. They found t h i s to be 
effec t i v e i n e l i c i t i n g approach and discrimination behaviour i n 
domestic chicks and mallard ducklings. For t h i s reason the same 
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stimulus, (stimulus A), was used as one of the imprinting stimuli 
i n the author's experiments, A second stimulus had to be found 
f o r the discrimination t r i a l s , which requires two stimuli to be 
present. The second stimulus must have similar approach e l i c i t i n g 
characteristics. Several alternative stimuli were tested. One 
which proved to be a t t r a c t i v e to domestic chicks was a revolving 
black and white striped disc, (Stimulus B), I n the absence of 
p r i o r exposure the two s t i m u l i should, when paired together i n 
discrimination t r i a l s , have comparable effects, i , e . should e l i c i t 
approximately equal approach and avoidance behaviour. 
I n Experiment One preference t r i a l s were conducted using 
domestic chicks as subjects. I n these t r i a l s the visual stimuli 
were presented simultaneously. Chicks could therefore approach 
either stimulus. The results showed that stimulus A was more 
e f f i c i e n t i n e l i c i t i n g and maintaining approach than the black and 
white striped disc, stimulus B. Stimulus B could, however, be 
used i f t r a i n i n g to t h i s stimulus led to it's preference over 
stimulas A during preferance t r i a l s . If-as-gfa^^reem&e i n preference 
t r i a l s , subjects approach stimulus B, t h i s would be due to previous 
exposure t o B, and not because of any i n i t i a l preference f o r either. 
I n Experiment two, birds were divided in t o two groups 
which were either exposed to s t i m u l i A or B, followed by preference 
t r i a l s to examine the effect of p r i o r exposure to s t i m u l i . Part of 
Lorenz's contention i s that curlews w i l l not imprint on anything 
other than the 'natural' stimulus, i . e . other curlews. Since i n the 
w i l d the parent curlew vocalizes, these vocalizations may be important 
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i n the imprinting process. Therefore i n Experiment two, auditory 
s t i m u l i were combined with the visual s t i m u l i . 
I n Experiment three, a visual stimulus alone was compared 
with a combined visual and auditory stimulus to examine t h e i r 
effectiveness as imprinting objects. 
Experiments 1, 2 and 3 used domestic chicks as subjects. 
The aim of t h i s was t o provide the experimenter with two stimuli 
that f o r the domestic chick at least: 
I ) Were each affective i n e l i c i t i n g approach behaviour during 
the sensitive period. 
I I ) were comparable to the extent that prior exposure to one of 
the s t i m u l i , during the sensitive period, would result i n 
approach to that stimulus i n subsequent preference t r i a l s . 
m ) contained components that a p r i o r i might be expected to 
e l i c i t approach and discrimination behaviour i n species 
other than those tested. 
I n Experiment 4, s t i m u l i A and B combined with auditory 
s t i m u l i were used to examine the type of imprinting taking place i n 
a wide range of species. This experiment was carried out to test 
Lorenz's hypothesis r e l a t i n g to mosaic and regulative imprinting, 
that curlews w i l l not imprint on anjrthing other than cia?lews. 
Experiments 5 and 6 were carried out t o extend the 




An Investigation of stimulus preferences i n chicks. 
Prior to the experiments by which Lorenz's hypothesis 
was to be tested, an adequate experimental design had to be 
chosen. This and the following two experiments were carried out 
to do j u s t t h i s . Many researchers have shown that different species 
of birds exhibit preferences f o r some stimuli over others (Bateson, 
1966; Gottlieb, 1963; Iramelmann, I964: Lorenz 1935; Smith I962). 
Therefore i n t h i s experiment simultaneous preference t r i a l s were 
conducted using two d i f f e r e n t s t i m u l i . 
Subjects 
Fourteen domestic fowl chicks (White Leghorn x Light 
Sussex) were used. The subjects had a post hatch age of 6 - 12 
hours at the beginning of the experiment. 
Stimuli 
The two s t i m u l i were: stimulus A, a 12" diameter disc of 
white b r i s t o l board, with a 45° red sector; stimulus B, a 12" diameter 
disc with 1" wide black and white stripes, each disc rotated at two 
revolutions per second. 
Procedure 
Each subject was placed i n turn i n one corner of a 
triangular run (figure l b ) , where they were facing the two 
s t i m u l i . The f l o o r was marked and the subject's performance was 
recorded, f i r s t l y by a l e t t e r indicating which of the two discs was 
approached, secondly by the score i t obtained. Trials took place 
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f o r f i v e days, and there were 3 x 3 minute t r i a l s per day. A t o t a l 
of 360 could be scored per day. This score could be either to 
stimulus A or stimulus B, or a combination of both. 
Results 
Most subjects approached one or other of the st i m u l i 
during.these t r i a l s . Approach scores tended to increase over the 
f i v e day period. Only 2 subjects had a t o t a l score of less than 
10 f o r the f i v e days' t r i a l s . Ten subjects ran to stimulus A, 
4 of these had also approached B, but not to the same extent. Two 
subjects ran mainly to stimulus B, chick 12 had a t o t a l score of 22 
(182 to B and I 6 0 to A), and chick 24 scored IO68, i . e . ran solely 
to B (See table 1 ) . The average score over the f i v e day period to 
stimulus A was 882.2 and to stimulus B was 154»8 . 
A sign test was used to analyse these r e s u l t s . The two 
subjects that scored below 10 were considered as ' t i e s ' . The 
results indicated that these subjects preferred stimulus A to 
stimulus B (N = 12, +s = 10, -s = 2 , P = O.038 ( 0 . 0 5 , two t a i l e d ) . 
The apparent preference f o r stimulus A would seem to be unlearned 
and may be due to the greater r e c e p t i v i t y f o r the colour red, found 
by other researchers (G-ray I 9 6 I ; Jaynes 1956; Schaefer & Hess 1959* 
Smith & Hoyes, I 9 6 I ) . The preference f o r stimulus A may also te due 
to the s t r i k i n g contrast to the white area. Disc B on the other 
hand, when r o t a t i n g often appeared (to the human eye), to lose 
contrast and the black and white areas, seemed to merge to produce a 
greyish e f f e c t . 
4 3 . 
Discussion 
The results of t h i s experiment indicate that disc A i s 
preferred over disc B. This suggests that the two stimuli could 
not be used i n preference t r i a l s without pre-training. For t h i s 































































This table indicates the t o t a l score attained by subjects i n 
exposure to stimulus A and stimulus B. (N:= 14, Experiment 1.) 
I t can be seen that stimulus A receives the greatest approach score. 
Experiment Two 
The ef f e c t s of prior exposure to a particular Stimulus 
on I n i t i a l Preference 
Since a preference exists f o r the 45° red sector stimulus 
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A, over the black striped stimulus B, f o r t h i s particular species, 
these s t i m u l i cannot be used i n comparative experiments on 
imprinting unless previous exposure can be shown to overcome t h i s 
i n i t i a l preference. For t h i s reason the effects of prior 
exposure t o , and subsequent preference for the stimuli were 
examined. 
Subjects 
The subjects were domestic fowl (White Leghorn x Light 
Sussex). Twenty subjects were used. 
Procedure 
The twenty subjects were divided randomly into two 
groups, ten subjects i n each. One group was exposed to stimulus 
A and the second group was exposed to stimulus B. The visual 
s t i m u l i were combined with auditory s t i m u l i . This was done to 
ensure a greater performance i n a l l subjects. With disc A the 
sound of a clucking hen was added, and with disc B the sound of 
a male human voice, repeating the words 'Kum, kum, kum'. Both 
sounds are highly a t t r a c t i v e . t o domestic chicks and ducklings, 
(Shapiro) 197:^. 
Exposure t r i a l s (see table 2) lasted f o r three days, 
with 3 x 3 minute t r i a l s per day. The apparatus used was a 
rectangular run (see figure I S ) . Preference t r i a l s lasted f o r 
2 days, with 2 x 3 minute t r i a l s per day, conducted i n the 
triangular run (see f i g . I B ) . There were thus 5 days of 
experimentation for each subject. The stimuli were moved from 





N = 10 
B 
N = 10 
EXPOSURE TRIALS 
DAYS 1,2, 3. 
Disc A + 'clucking' 
hen c a l l . 
Disc B -H 'kum, kum' 
c a l l . 
PREFERENCE TRIALS 
DAY 4 , 5 
Disc A + 'clucking' 
hen c a l l 
versus 
Disc B + 'kum kum' 
c a l l . 
Disc B + 'kum, kum' 
c a l l 
versus 
Disc A + 'clucking' 
hen c a l l 
Table Two shows the allocation of subjects to two groups, and the 
st i m u l i presented to these groups during exposure and j)resentati-on 
t r i a l s , Experiment 2. 
Results 
The-approach scores of both groups to the stimuli during 
the exposure trials,were high. A l l subjects achieved a score of . 
over 260 on t h e i r t h i r d day of t r a i n i n g . Two subjects i n group B 
did not complete the f i v e days experimentation and therefore are not 
considered i n these r e s u l t s . A comparison of the rel a t i v e performance 
of the subjects i n the exposure t r i a l s was made. Each subject's 
score was summed over the three days (see table 3 and figure 2A) 
and the scores f o r groups A and B were compared using the Mann-Y/hitney 
U t e s t . No sign i f i c a n t differences i n approach between groups A 
3 5 
and B could be detected (Nl = 8, N2 = 10, U = P) 0.05). 
Thus the preference f o r stimulus A, found i n Experiment One was not 
replicated here. This could be due to one or both of two factors: 
4 6 . 
i ) i n the present experiment subjects were exposed only to one 
stimulus and could therefore only manifest a preference f o r t h i s 
stimulus; i i ) the addition of an auditory stimulus may have 
enhanced the attractiveness of one or both s t i m u l i . 
An additional comparison was made of the results from the 
preference t r i a l s . I t was clearl y the case that those subjects 
exposed to stimulus A, i n the exposure t r i a l s , preferred i t to B 
i n the preference t r i a l s . Again those subjects previously exposed 
to stimulus B, preferred i t to stimulus A i n the preference t r i a l s 
(Mann-\¥hitney U t e s t , Nl = 8, N2 = 10, U = 29 .5 , P> 0 . 0 5 ) . 
Discussion 
The results of t h i s experiment would indicate that even 
i f an i n i t i a l preference exists f o r a certain colour and/or geometric 
pattern, t h i s preference can be overcome by t r a i n i n g . This would seem 
to be true f o r the s t i m u l i used i n these experiments. Therefore the 
use of these sti m u l i i n exposure t r i a l s ( i . e . imprinting t r i a l s ) i s 
j u s t i f i a b l e , f o r the domestic chicken and presumably other species. 
These s t i m u l i were therefore used i n subsequent experiements. 
I t i s relevant to point out that, l i t t l e or nothing i s known 
of the characteristics of a r t i f i c i a l visual and auditory stimuli which 
would prove a t t r a c t i v e to such w i l d species as the lapwing, curlew 
and oyster catcher. 
While the stimulus combinations already described are 
cle a r l y effective with domestic chicks, there i s nothing to suggest 
that they would be the optimal sti m u l i for inducing and maintaining 
approach and preference i n the above mentioned species, although they 
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Gives the preference of groups A and B i n 
exposure (or approach) and preference (or 
discrimination) t r i a l s . 
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Nevertheless, "OR, the present state of knowledge i t 
would appear to be of some interest to compare how several wild 
species do react to the same st i m u l i and perhaps i n t h i s way examine 
Lorenz's d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n between the 'mosaic' and 'regulative' 




' N = 10 
Subject 
EXPOSURE or approach 
Scores (Stimulus A) 
i Preference or 
1 discrimination Scores 
i (Approach to A i n 
; preference to B) 
2 1,004 : 470 
1,069 i 480 
1,036 i kKO 
8 1,072 1 480 
10 954 1 . 440 
11 670 ! 420 
13 636 1 460 
15 704 i 
17 785 j 450 
19 518 I 360 
Average. = 82)4.8 •• . Average = 445.0 
G-roup B 






(Approach to B i n 
preference to A) 
1 707 430 
3 995 460 
1,026 480 
7 560 480 
9 ; 904 470 
14 962 420 
16 947 330 
12 39 0 . 
Average = 717.5 Average = 421.2 
Table Three 
This table shows the summed scores f o r each subject during exposure and 
preference t r i a l s i n Experiment Two. 
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Experiment Three 
A Comparison of Visual and Auditory Stimuli with Visual 
Stimuli alone i n E l i c i t i n g Approach i n Domestic Chicks. 
This experiment investigates the effects on Domestic 
chicks of visual plus auditory sti m u l i versus a visual stimulus 
alone. 
Subjects 
Twenty-six domestic fowl chicks were used. Fourteen of these 
were randomly allocated to group.G, and twelve to Group D. 
Procedure 
The apparatus used i n t h i s experiment was the same as that used i n 
other experiments. Exposure t r i a l s again took place i n the 
rectangular run (see figure l A ) , and the preference t r i a l s i n the 
tr i a n g u l a r run (see figure I B ) . Group G was given exposure t r i a l s 
with stimulus A (see table 4 ) . I n preference t r i a l s t h i s stimulus 
was combined with stimulus B. The second group, D, was: given 
exposure t r i a l s with stimulus A and the sound of a 'clucking' hen. 
In preference t r i a l s stimulus A plus the sound of the 'clucking' 
hen, were .presented with stimulus B, plus a hiaman male voice emitting 
the sounds 'kum, kum, kum', continually. Both exposure and 
preference t r i a l s lasted two days, 3 x 3 minutes and 2 x 3 minutes 
per day respectively. Each group was thus submitted to four 
days experimentation. 
Results 
I n exposure t r i a l s a difference between the groups' performance was 
immediately noticeable (see tables 5A, 5B and figure 2B). 
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Figure 2B. 
The performance of Group C and Group D dm:dng exposure 
(or approach) and preference (or discrimination) t r i a l r ; 
are shown. Group C were exposured only to a visual 
stimulus, whilst group D were exposed to visual and 
auditory s t i m u l i , i n Experiment 3, 
5 2 . 
Table Potir 
Group Exposure Tr i a l s | Preference T r i a l s 
Days 1 and 2 1 Days 3 and 4 
C 
N = 14 
! 
Disc A alone Disc A versus 
j Disc B both silent 
1 
D 
N = 12 
; 1 
Disc A 'clucking' Disc A + 'clucking' 
hen c a l l , ! hen c a l l . 
\ versus •1 
Disc B^  + 'kum, kum' ' 
' c a l l , j 
. , • J 
Table 4 . 
The allocation of subjects to groups C and D, and the 
st i m u l i presented to the subjects during the four days 
experimentation. Experiment 3* 
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Table Five (A) 
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Tables 5A and 5B indicate the scores and mean of scores 
f o r groups G and D duririg the exposure (or approach) and 
preference (or discrimination) t r i a l s , i n Experiment 3 . 
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Table Five (B) 
Group D 
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Many subjects i n group C, those exposed to a visual stimulus alone, 
did not respond at a l l during the f i r s t day's experimentation. One 
subject d i d not respond at a l l during the f i r s t two days. The 
response of group D during exposure t r i a l s was much better than group 
C. A l l subjects approached the stimulus by the end of the f i r s t day's 
experimentation. A comparison of the scores of groups C and D 
during exposure t r i a l s was made by the Mann-Whitney U t e s t . This 
c l e a r l y showed that group D approached the stimulus A plus 'clucking' 
hen, more than group C approached stimulus A alone (Nl = 12, N2 = 14, 
U = 29, P <0 .01 one t a i l e d , ) ( . 02 two t a i l e d ) . 
A comparison of the scores obtained i n the preference t r i a l s , 
using the Mann-TWhitney U t e s t , c l e a r l y indicates that group D not 
only approached, but also showed greater preference for stimulus A 
plus 'clucking' hen,than group C showed to stimulus A alone. (Nl = 12, 
N2 = 14 , U = 31 .5 , P ^ 0 . 0 1 one t a i l e d ) . 
Discussion 
The results from t h i s experiment, together w±bh those of 
experiment two, confirm the view already held by many researchers 
that an auditory stimulus combined with a visual stimulus mediates 
enhanced approach. I t can be inferred that sound plus vision produces 
maximum effect i n approach f o r most species (Shapiro, 1971). For 
t h i s reason the stimulus used i n experiment 4 contained both visual 
and auditory components. 
5^ . 
Experiment Four 
The I m p r i n t a b i l i t y of Different Species of Birds. 
I n t h i s experiment a range of species was used. The 
species f a l l i n t o three main cl a s s i f i c a t o r y groups, as indicated 
i n Chapter 2 . 
The curlew was used i n t h i s experiment because of i t s 
reputed lack of i m p r i n t a b i l i t y to non-natural st i m u l i (Lorenz, 1935). 
Lorenz stated that the godwit (Limosa limosa) also would not imprint 
on inappropriate s t i m u l i , due to complete innate schemata. ?he 
godwit could not be obtained f o r these experiments, and i t was 
hoped that by using two other waders, the lapwing (Vanellus, vanellus), 
and the oyster catcher (Haematopus ostralegus occidentalis), the 
s i t u a t i o n could be c l a r i f i e d , '^e use of a wide range of game birds 
was necessary as a comparison with the highly domesticated domestic 
fowl. 
Subjects 
There were 95 subjects i n a l l : 20 domestic fowl chicks; 
10 melanistic pheasant chicks; 12 r i n g neck pheasant chicks; 9 
partridge chicks; 21 mallard ducklings; 9 curlew chicks; 10 lapwing 
chicks; and 4 oyster-catcher chicks. 
Procedure 
For each subject the experiment lasted 5 days. During 
the f i r s t 3 days post-hatch a single stimulus, with both visual 
and auditor^'- components, was presented to the subject i n exposure 
t r i a l s . The visual component was stimulus A of experiments 1 , '2 and 
3 . This was combined with an auditory stimulus of a male voice 
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repeating the words 'kum, kum, kum'. The use of the 'kum, kum' 
c a l l f o r the auditory stimulus, rather than the 'clucking hen' 
was i n order to avoid any chance of an innate or early learned 
preference f o r t h i s c a l l . This auditory stimulus produced a noise 
le v e l of 69 decibels and the background noise was 45 decibels. 
Diiring the presentation period the chick was placed i n the 
rectangular run, which has been previously described, f o r 3 x 3 minute 
t r i a l s . Each t r i a l was interrupted by a return to the box i n which 
they had been carried, f o r a one minute i n t e r v a l . The range of 
scores f o r 3 x 3 minute t r i a l s could produce a t o t a l score of 
3 X - 120 or - 360. 
Preference t r i a l s extended over the following 2 days and 
involved 2 x 3 minute t r i a l s per day. This allowed a t o t a l score of 
2 X - 120 or - 240 f o r each day. I n preference t r i a l s the b i r d was 
placed inside the triangular run and. presented with the f a m i l i a r and 
unfamiliar s t i m u l i . The unfamiliai* stimulus was stimulus B of 
experiments 1 , 2 and 3* This visual stimulus was .combined with a 
c a l l of a 'clucking hen', which produced a noise level of 65 decibels 
against a background noise of 45 decibels. 
Results 
The results of t h i s experiment are shown i n Tables 6 , 7 
and 8. The mean scores obtained f o r each day are shown, together 
with the standard deviations. Table 7 gives the mean and standard 
deviation f o r the exposure t r i a l s , and table eight gives the mean 
and standard deviation f o r preference t r i a l s . The significance of 
these scores are examined by the t - test i n tables 7 and 8. The 
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Species Means S.D. . -test Analysis 
Chicken 295.2 103.6 t = 12.74 P< 0 .001 
Melanistic 
, Pheasant 295 .1 63.6 t = 14.65 P< 0 .001 
Ring neck 
Pheasant 263.0 106.6 t = 8.59 P<0 .001 
Partridge 297.8 81 .7 t . = 10.93 P ( 0 . 0 0 1 
Wild 
Mallard 168.8 164.7 t = 4.68 P<0 .01 . 
Curlew 27.6 91.8 . t = 0.903, 0.3 <P< 0 . 4 N.S i 
Lapwing -50 .4 151.4 t = 1.054, 0.2 <P <0 .3 N.S 
Oyster 
Catchers • : ^ T - \ 105 .1 1 145.0 1 t = 1.44, P <0.3 N.S 
Table Seven 
These figures show the performance of d i f f e r e n t species during exposure 
t r i a l s of experiment One. The standard deviations and the results of the 
t-t e s t s indicate the amount of varia t i o n and whether the level of approach 



































t=25 .52 , P<O.Obl 
t=6J.44, P<0.001 
t=2 .937 , P(0.02 
t= 3 . 5 5 2 , P<0.02 
t= 1 . 8 7 6 , P<0.1 N.S 
t=1 .867 , P<0.1 N.S. 
t= i . 3 7 9 , p<o.3 w.S 
t=:1.759, P<0.2 N.S 
TableaEight. 
This table shows, the performance of the d i f f e r e n t species i n Experiment 
four, during preference t r i a l s . 
6 1 . 
results are shovjn graphically i n Figures 3 - 17, For each of the • 
species studied, one graph shows the average perforirHnce and 
range of the scores f o r the group and a second graph shows the 
performance of the highest scoring individual subjects. 
The results obtained by the seven d i f f e r e n t species 
w i l l be described i n d i v i d u a l l y under•seperate headings, and a 
comparison of these w i l l appear i n Chapter 5 . 
Domestic Fowl 
This species performed w e l l , both i n exposure and preference t r i a l s . 
These results are to be expected from t h i s species because of 
previous experimental r e s u l t s . On average the domestic fowl did not 
move f o r the f i r s t 155 seconds of the f i r s t three minute t r i a l . During 
t h i s period the subjects would either make high-pitched vocalizations, 
•fear chirps' or were sleepy. When the subjects approached the 
stimulus the 'fear chirps' subsided, and softer 'tweetering' sounds 
were emitted, ('contentment chirps'). 
On reaching the stimulus a variety of behaviours resulted 
which were of an • emo-fcional"kind'; The subject t r i e s to get as 
close as possible to the stimulus. This involved either running to 
and f r o i n front of the stimulus; jumping at- or to the sides of 
the stimulus; nestling under or near the stimulus. Some subjects 
also pecked or scratched close t o the stimulus. Some of the better 
performances of domestic fowl chicks can be seen i n figure 4 . On 
the f i r s t day scores f o r these subjects were over 290, the average 
for the group of domestic fowl 198.4 (see table 6 ) . On the second 
day of exposure t r i a l s the mean score f o r a l l subjects i s much 
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higher, 333 .0 . Birds 12 and 20 were the best birds overall 
i n approach and they received 360 each on the second day. On the 
t h i r d day of exposure t r i a l s these two subjects also maintained 
t h i s high score, (the maximum possible). The mean score f o r a l l 
subjects was s t i l l high at 354.3 (see table 6 and figures 3 and 4 ) . 
The increasing l e v e l of approach over the three days' exposure 
t r i a l s f o r the domestic fowl i s clea r l y shown by the decreasing 
l e v e l of the standard deviation. On day one S.D. = 118.4, but on 
day three i t had been reduced to S.D. = 8.8 (see table 6 ) . The 
overall increasing l e v e l of approach i s indicated by a t - test 
conducted on these exposure scores, t = 12.74, P ^ 0.0001 (see 
table 7 ). These results show that the domestic fowl are very 
responsible i n terms of approach to stimulus A, as was indicated 
by experiments 1 and 2 , + 
Footnote;- ^ 
Smith and Nott (1970) using socially reared domestic chicks, obtained 
approach to a visual and auditory stimulus up to 10 days post hatch. 
Thus though the subjects received sensory, experience fi*om peers, 
they s t i l l approached the stimulus. However t h i s stimulus was thought 
from previous studies to be e x t r a o r d i n a r i l l y effective i n e l i c i t i n g 
approach. Other experimenters using.different stimuli with domestic 
chicks comment on the decreasing approach responses to stimuli over 
the f i r s t week posthatch (Bateston I 9 6 4 ) , Salzen I963) 
-v63. 
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Figure 5. 
The performance of the domestic fowl subjects 
during exposure (or approach) t r i a l s and preference 
(or discririination) 'trials, '.n Experiment-4. 
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DOMESTIC FOWL 
A P P R O A C H 
MAX. 
Bird 20 DISCRIMINATION 
MAX. 
Q 2 0 0 
Bird 6 
Bird 20 
Figure 4 . 
The performance of some of the best subjects of the domestic 
fowl species, i n Experiment 4 during exposure (or approach) and 
preference(orldiscriminatipn) t r i a l s . 
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I n preference t r i a l s the approach to stimulus A 
was high (see table 6 and figure 3 )• Some approach to 
stimulus B took place on day 5 and t h i s caused a decrease i n 
the mean and an increase i n standard deviation. The range 
of scores also increased (see figure 3 )• The lev e l of 
approach response was high ( t = 25 .52 , P ^ O.OOljSee table 
8 ) . 
The response of the domestic fowl was as expected. 
Approach to the stimulus increased over the days of exposure to a 
very high l e v e l (see figure 3)» I t was not surprising that the 
subjects of t h i s species preferred stimulus A, the stimulus 
presented during exposure t r i a l s , rather than stimulus B. These 
results c l e a r l y show that the domestic fowl subjects had imprinted 
on stimulus A, a r o t a t i n g disc, with a 4 5 ° red sector, and a human 
vocalization,'kum, kum'. 
Pheasant - Melanistic 
The behaviour of the melanistic pheasants was much the 
same as the domestic fowl chicks. Responses of these subjects were 
very spontaneous, i . e . the chicks begain t h e i r approach to the 
stimulus i n the exposure t r i a l s a f t e r an average of 30.8 seconds, 
and a great deal of pecking took place. I n the f i r s t day of 
exposure t r i a l s these melanistic pheasants attained a very high 
l e v e l of approach, (higher than that attained by the domestic fowl), 
I n f a c t the responses,.over a l l the exposure t r i a l s were very high, 
(see table 6 ) . Under analysis by the t - t e s t responses were at a 
si g n i f i c a n t l e v e l of approach ( t = 14.64, P ( 0 . 0 1 , see table 7 ) . 
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These re s u l t s are also indicated by the mean score shown i n figure 5. 
Figure 6 gives the performance of the best subjects i n approach 
subject 19 (subject 2 i s a r i n g neck pheasant). 
I n preference t r i a l s the melanistic pheasant did not 
do as w e l l as expected from t h e i r performance i n the exposure 
t r i a l s . The mean of the score on days 4 and 5 was loner than 
200, and the standard deviation higher, especially on day 5 (see 
table 6 ). The high standard deviation i s attributable to some 
subjects running to stimulus B. This would seem to indicate a 
lack of imprinting, however th i s response may have been due to 
lack'of discrimination, because of the speed at which the chicks 
reacted to the s t i m u l i . Only l a t e r would a subject perceive i t s 
error and then run to stimulus A, the familiar stimulus. This 
i s an explanation of the larger standard deviation. S t a t i s t i c a l 
analysis using the t - t e s t , gives a l e v e l of approach of 
t = 6.L!<4, P <O.00I. 
From these results i t i s clear that the melanistic 
pheasants give rapid and sustained approach to a stimulus. 
However, when the imprinting stimulus i s i n competition with 
a novel stimulus, some approach i s given to the novel stimulus. 
Clearly the melanistic pheasants have imprinted on stimulus A, 
an inappropriate stimulus (the performance of t h i s species i s 
summed up i n figure 5 ) . Although some subjects did approach 
the novel stimulus, B, t h i s was not s i g n i f i c a n t . 
.67. 
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The performance of the melanistic pheasant subjects 
during exposure (or approach) t r i a l s and preference 
(or discrimination) t r i a l s , i n Experiment 4. 
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PHEASANT 
A P P R O A C H MELANISTIC & 
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DISCRIMINATION 
MAX. f<^240H Bird 19 




The performance of some of the best subjects of the 
melanistic pheasant (Bird 19) and the r i n g neck pheasant 
(Bir d 2) during exposure (or approach) and preference 
(or discrimdnatipn) t r i a l s , . i n experiment 4. 
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Pheasant - ^ing neck 
The ring usck pheasant chicks behaved i n a similar way 
to the melanistic pheasant with reference to nestling, pecking 
and vocalizing. Their vocalizations were of a d i f f e r e n t pitch, 
but resembled those of domestic fowl, i . e . 'contentment' and fear 
c a l l s ' , could be i d e n t i f i e d . 
. I n exposure t r i a l s these subjects showed increasing 
approach responses to the stimulus. The approach' on the f i r s t 
day was high, at a mean of 219.9 , the best performer of t h i s 
group, b i r d 2 , receiving over 3OO (see figure 6 ) . The standard 
deviation f o r subjects was high over the f i r s t 3,days of exposure. 
Although the standard deviation decreased, as i n the domestic fowl 
and melanistic pheasant, the standard deviation f o r the ring 
neck pheasant remained at a high l e v e l (see table 6) - (figures 3 , 
5 and 7 ) . The results of the exposure t r i a l s are summarised i n 
table seven and indicate that these subjects give a significant 
l e v e l of approach to stimulus A, ( t = 8.59> P ^O.OOl). 
On days 4 and 5 (the preference-trials) the responses 
of the ring-neck pheasants were poor. A large number of the 
subjects approached the novel stimulus, B.^ at some time during 
the preference t r i a l s . I n fact 8 of the 12 subjects approached 
stimulus B. This v a r i a b i l i t y i s shown i n tables 6 and 8 and 
figure 7, The mean response f o r these two days i s 103«2; S.D 
= 1 2 . 7 . Even with t h i s v a r i a b i l i t y the approach to stimulus 
A i s however, s t i l l s i g n i f i c a n t ( t = 2 .937, p ' ( . 0 2 ) . I t can 
therefore be stated that the ring-neck pheasants have imprinted 
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The performance of the r i n g neck pheasant subjects 
during exposure (or approach) and preference 
l o r discrimination) t r i a l s j i n Experiment 4« 
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on stimulus A, and prefer t h i s to the novel stimulus,. B. 
Ring-neck pheasants seem to be less able to 
discriminate than melanistic pheasants. These results indicate 
that the degree of i m p r i n t a b i l i t y can vary between strains of 
species. When these two species were compared by the Mann-Whitney 
U t e s t , Nl = 10, N2 = 12, U = 18, P (0.05. I t can be seen (Figure,5) 
that the melanistic pheasant approaches stimulus A s i g n i f i c a n t l y 
more on day 4, than did the ring-neck pheasant. 
Partridge 
The general behaviour of the partridge was similar to 
that of the pheasants. On the f i r s t day's exposure t r i a l s the 
subjects achieved a very high mean score of 308.8 (see table 6 and 
figure 8 ) . This was a higher score than any other game b i r d 
species. This high l e v e l of approach was not significant i n 
comparison with other species of game b i r d , except the ring-neck 
pheasant, at a l e v e l of P <0.05 (N|= 8, N2 = 9, U = l 6 . 0 ) . 
On days two and three of exposure t r i a l s the approach 
remains high (see table 6 ) , t h i s i s confirmed as significant by 
a t - t e s t , ( t = 10.93, P<0.001 see table 7 and figure 8). Bird 
3 attains almost maximum scores on day one (see figure 9), and 
the maximum score on day two, but the response drops dramatically 
on day three. This i s the reason f o r a higher standard deviation 
on day three. 
I n preference t r i a l s the subjects showed a wide range 
of responses (see table's 6 and 8 ) . Se^en of the nine subjects 
approached stimulus B, at least to some extent. This caused the 
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Figure $. 
The performance of the best subjects of the 
partridge species, during exposure (or approach) 
and preference (or discrimination) t r i a l s , i n 
Experiment 4* 
high standard deviation and the lov) approach scores recorded to 
stimulus A (see figure 8 ) . This subjects performance i n exposure 
t r i a l s was not uniform, but i t approached better i n preference 
t r i a l s (see fig u r e 9)• Because of t h i s wide range of responses-
the results f o r the partridge a t t a i n a low lev e l of significance 
i n approach scores, during preference t r i a l s , t = 3*332, P< 0 . 0 2 . 
These results indicate that the partridge w i l l imprint 
on stimulus A, an inappropriate stimulus. Their performance i n 
approach and preference f o r stimulus A i s worse than the domestic 
fowl and melanistic pheasant, but better than the ring-neck pheasant. 
A Comparison of the Results of &ame Birds 
.A comparison can be made of the game b i r d species. 
Considering the time of f i r s t movement on the f i r s t day's t r i a l , 
the partridge (Perdix perdix) gives the most rapid response at 
23.4 seconds, on average. Second i s the ring-neck pheasant 
Phasianus colchicus) at 27.6 seconds, on average; t h i r d i s the 
melanistic pheasant (Phasianus colchicus) at 30«8 seconds on 
average; and l a s t l y the domestic fowl (G-allus gallus. Light 
Sussex X White Leghorn), at 155 seconds on average. These figures 
c l e a r l y show that the partridge gives the most rapid i n i t i a l approach, 
I t i s interesting that t h i s species also gave the highest i n i t i a l 
approach and least standard deviation, on day one (see table 6 ) . 
The speed and r a p i d i t y of approach decreases from the melanistic 
pheasant to the ring-neck pheasants, and the domestic fowl. 
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Obviously the partridge and pheasant strains have the 
quickest response time. Presumably t h e i r attention i s 
attracted more quickly than other species, and they are 
s u f f i c i e n t l y stimulated by the b i o l o g i c a l l y inappropriate 
stimulus. A, to give rapid and high levels of approach. Tfhether 
these i n i t i a l movements and approach scores i n exposure t r i a l s 
can be related to the l e v e l of domestication of the species 
concerned remains inconclusive, but t h i s should be considered 
as a p o s s i b i l i t y . 
With reference to the results of the exposure t r i a l s , 
the species with the highest approach levels are melanistic 
pheasants; partridge; domestic fowl; and r i n g neck pheasant, 
(see table 7 )• The stimulus which was found to be an 
eff e c t i v e approach inducing stimulus f o r the domestic fowl was 
even more effective f o r melanistic pheasants and partridge. 
Presumably contrast between the red and white areas of the 
stimulus, and movement, played a significant part i n causing 
approach. 
I n preference t r i a l s the order of approach changes, 
the species with the highest approach levels are : f i r s t l y the 
domestic fowl, secondly, the melanistic pheasant, t h i r d l y , the 
partridge; and l a s t l y , the ring-neck pheasant. Table 6 shows 
that over the f i v e days experimentation, the domestic fowl 
chicks' approach responses improve, whereas a l l other game b i r d 
species' approach scores become more variable. This culminates 
i n poorer preference scores. Another factor contributing to a 
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lower score i n approach during preference t r i a l s , i s an 
increasing tendency to approach the novel stimulus. This i s 
especially true of the ring-neck pheasant. The approach to 
the novel stimulus B however, i s not so great i n game bir d 
species as to disqualify s t a t i s t i c a l l y the p o s s i b i l i t y of 
imprinting (see table 8 ) . 
Wild Mallards 
The wild mallard neonates were some of the l i v e l i e s t 
species used i n these experiments, they made a great 
commotion whenever a noise was made nearby. They would jump 
and vocalize readily. When placed i n the run f o r th e i r f i r s t 
exposure t r i a l they would immediately emit very high-pitched 
G a l l s , probably equivalent to the 'fear chirps' of the game 
birds. The most rapid subject ran to the stimulus after 3 
seconds and the slowest did not run at a l l during the f i r s t 
day's t r i a l (x = 117 seconds). 
On reaching the stimulus the subject would usually 
jump up i n fr o n t of, or to the sides of the stimulus. These 
jumping actions would subside and the ducklings would 
nestle close to the stimulus, making 'softer' quacks, or 
sometimes b i l l clapping movements. The ducklings would also 
make a sound intermediate between the high-pitched 'fear chirps' 
and the 'softer' quack. This vocalization occured i n situations 
where the duckling was not below or to the side of the 
stimulus, but only ©lose to i t . 
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I n exposure t r i a l s the degree of approach to the stimulus 
was lower than any of the game birds, and the standard deviation 
higher (see table 7 ). Table 6 gives the performance over the 
three days of exposure t r i a l s . As with the game birds, approach 
responses increased over the three days of exposure t r i a l s , but 
the standard deviation did not decrease. The overal'l result i n 
the w i l d mallard during exposure t r i a l s i s significant when 
analysed by the t - t e s t , ( t = 4 . 68 , P< 0 . 0 1 ) . Figure ten shows 
cle a r l y the wide range of scores. Subject 24 gained the maximum 
score over the three days exposure t r i a l s (see figure 1 1 ) . 
During the preference t r i a l s a positive score i n approach 
was obtained on day four. Tliis score was maintained on day f i v e 
(see table 6 and figure 1 0 ) . On day four one subject obtained the 
maximum minus score of - 240. I n fact 17 of the 21 subjects gave 
some approach to stimulus B during preference t r i a l s . The mean 
score f o r days four and f i v e i s 67 .9 , with a standard deviation 
of 165 .8 . t - test analysis gave the significance level i n 
approach to be t = I . 8 7 6 , P'^O.l (see table 8'^. The discrimination, 
or preference, of t h i s species was therefore poor. 
i n conclusion the w i l d mallard approached the stimulus 
w e l l during exposure t r i a l s , though variation i n approach scores 
between subjects i s very high (figure 10 . ) This variation i s 
even more apparent during preference t r i a l s . The results do not 
confirm that imprinting t o the stimulus has taken place. Other 
experimenters have reported that the w i l d mallard w i l l approach a 
novel stimulus a f t e r exposure to another stimulus (Klopfer & Hailman 
, 1964) . 
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Figure 10 . 
The performance of the wi l d mallard subjects 
during exposure (or approach) and preference 
(or discrimination) t r i a l s i n Experiment 4 . 
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Figure 11 
The performance of the best wi l d mallard subjects, 
during exposure (or approach) and preference (or 
discrimination) t r i a l s i n Experiment 4 . 
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I n the experiments' of Klopfer and Hailman, the novel stimulus 
was considered to be i n t r i n s i c a l l y more attractive than the 
f a m i l i a r stimulus. I n experiment 1, on the domestic fowl, 
stimulus A. was more a t t r a c t i v e than stimulus B. Perhaps i n 
the case of the wild mallard the red colour of stimulus A i s 
of less important. 
Curlews 
This species of wader produces quite a large neonate 
chick. The chick when placed i n the experimental chamber, 
emitted a high-pitched whistling sound, which i s comparable to 
the 'fear chirps'. The average time of f i r s t movement f o r 
t h i s species was I 4 I . I seconds, a faster response than both 
domestic fowl and the wild mallard. The subjects would either 
continue making 'fear chirps', or a softer whistle may be 
•emitted, presumably t h i s i s because the chick i s less a f r a i d . 
When t h i s second vocalization or 'soft whistle', i s produced 
the subjects would /ometimes peck the f l o o r of the run. Pecking 
also took place i n association with nestling when the subjects 
reached the stimulus. The subjects that reached the stimulus 
would emit a very soft whistle which has been called 'contentment 
chirps'. 
During the exposure t r i a l s the curlew's approach 
responses increased (see table 6 and figure 12). Close 
inspection of table 6 shows that there i s a great deal of 
v a r i a t i o n between scores, especially on the second day. The 
reason f o r t h i s seems to be the behaviour of two subjects. One 
approached and maintained high scores to stimulus A, i . e . + 280, 
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whilst the second maintained high negative scores, i . e . 
- 238, away from stimulus A. The mean for the exposure t r ^ l s , 
including a l l subjects, i s 27 .6 , with a large standard 
deviation of 91 .8 . This r e s u l t , when analysed by the t - t e s t , 
does not indicate a sign i f i c a n t level of approach i n the 
d i r e c t i o n of the stimulus ( t = 0 .903, 0.2 <P< 0 . 4 j see table 7 ) . 
I n preference t r i a l s f i v e of the nine subjects showed 
some approach to stimulus A, and one of the nine approached 
stimulus B, Thus the reason fo r the low approach scores i n 
preference t r i a l s i s the absence of any response, rather than 
a negative score (see tables 6 and 8 ) . This would also explain 
the low standard deviation. Some curlew chicks gave more 
positive responses, and approached stimulus A, i n both exposure 
and preference t r i a l s (see figure 1 3 ) . One of these, b i r d 5 
might have imprinted. Considering t h i s species as a whole however, 
approach to stimulus A, during preference t r i a l s , was not 
o-o? 
s i g n i f i c a n t ( t = I . 8 6 7 , £1<5"<'P<0.1 see table 8 ) . . 
I n conclusion, the curlew subjects could not be said 
to have imprinted on stimulus A, i . e . that results were not 
s t a t i s t i c a l l y s i g n i f i c a n t . However, a l l of the subjects.showed 
some approach to stimulus A i n exposure t r i a l s ; over half of 
the subjects showed some approach to stimulus A during 
preference t r i a l s . Some curlew chicks maintained sustained 
approaches to the stimulus, but t h i s i s masked by the other 
subjects* overall lack of responsiveness to the stimulus. 
Some subjects were allowe(^4o remain i n the run f o r an extra three 
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Figure 12. 
The performance of the curlew subjects during 
exposure (or approach) and preference 
(or discrimination) t r i a l s i n Experiment 4 . 
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minutes a f t e r experimentation had been concluded. jPrf t l i i s 
time one of the subjects, which had previously scored 0 on 
day f i v e , gained 82 out of a possible score of 120. This 
would suggest that imprinting i n curlew -subjects can take 
place t o an inappropriate stimulus. This was not a conclusive 
r e s u l t , but gave an indication of the possible effects of a 
longer exposure time. (This hypothesis was further examined 
i n part 2 of experiment 5, on Lapwings). A f u l l e r 
discussion takes place i n Chapter 5» 
Lapwing (Vanellus vanellus) 
The lapwing i s another species of wader and from 
Lorenz's hypothesis i t should not imprint. The behaviour of 
t h i s species resembles that of curlews, especially i n terms 
of vocalizations. The lapwings produce the same range of 
whistles. Loud, high-pitched whistles resembling those of 
the attacking adult, during t e r r i t o r i a l defense, were produced 
i n the most f e a r f u l situations. These vocalizations would take 
place when the chick was f i r s t introduced i n t o the experimental 
chamber, and f o r some subjects lasted throughout the experimental 
t r i a l s . The .a»ei:age time of f i r s t movement to the stimulus was 
on average 109.0 seconds (a faster time than mallards, curlews 
and domestic fowl) although some subjects did not approach the 
stimulus during the f i r s t three minutes' exposure. An 
int e r e s t i n g behaviour sometimes took place jus t i n front of 
the stimulus, t h i s could be termed 'brooding' or'food seeking' 
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Figure 13 
The performance of the best curlew subjects during 
exposure (or approach) and preference (or 
discrimination) t r i a l s i n Experiment 4 . 
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stimulus and quivering i t s wings (the oyster catchers and 
moorhens also exhibited t h i s behaviour, d i r e c t l y i n front of 
the stimulus). During 'brooding', or 'food seeking' behaviour 
the high-pitched whistles would subside and give way t o a softer 
whistle. I n the same way as other species, pecking and 
nestling took place, especially around the stimulus. 
During exposure t i l a l s 8 of the 10 lapwing subjects 
made some approach to the stimulus, though t h i s approach scorev; 
was often negative (see figure 14 and table 6 ) . Over the three 
days exposure t r i a l s approach to the stimulus decreased and 
there was also running i n the opposite d i r e c t i o n , i . e l away 
fran the stimulus. This produced an overall mean score f o r 
the exposure t r i a l s , of - 5 0 . 4 } and a high standard deviation 
of 151*4. t - test analysis indicated t h a t approach to the 
stimulus was not significant ( t = 1.054, 0 . 2^P < 0 . 3 j see table 
7 ). Birds 8 and 12 approached the stimulus favourably (see 
figure 15). Bird 12 achieved a score of 271 out of a possible 
360., on day three of the exposure t r i a l s . 
On day 4 , the f i r s t day of preference t r i a l s , the 
subjects approach score reached a mean of 4 6 . 0 , t h i s decreased on 
day 5 to a mean of 1 .6 . Closer inspection of each subject's 
responses indicates that 8 of the ten subjects gave positive 
responses to stimulus A, and 4 of the 10 subjects made some 
approach responses to stimulus B. These results, when analysed by 
the t - t e s t , gave t = 1.379, 0 . 2<P< 0 . 3 (see table 7 ) . The lapwing, 
as a species, did not approach stimulus A s i g n i f i c a n t l y during 
preference t r i a l s . 
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j?he pei?formance of the lapwing subjects dui;' ng 
exposure (or approach) and preference 
(or discrimination) t r i a l s i n experiment 2:. 
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I n conclusion the lapwing species did not approach the 
stimulus to any si g n i f i c a n t extent, i n either exposure or 
preference t r i a l s . We therefore cannot decide whether the 
species w i l l or w i l l not imprint on an inappropriate stimulus. 
Some subjects did approach the stimulus. I n figure 15, i t can 
be seen that b i r d 8 approached the stimulus i r r e g u l a r l y during 
exposure t r i a l s , biit during preference t r i a l s the approach 
d i s t i n c t l y improved. After f i v e days of experimentation was 
completed, t h i s subject was l e f t i n the experimental chamber. 
Subject 8 persisted i n i t s approach to stimulus A. Because of 
t h i s reisult, and those previously obtained f o r the curlews, i t 
was decided to carry out a further experiment to t e s t the 
hypothesis that a greater exposure time w i l l r e s u l t i n greater 
approach to an inappropriate stimulus. This experiment i s 
described i n chapter four. 
Oyster Catcher (Heamatopus ostralegus occidentalis) 
Only four subjects could be obtained for t h i s species. 
However t h e i r results are indicative of t h e i r i m p r i n t a b i l i t y 
and are therefore included. The behaviour of these four subjects 
resembled that of the other wader species. The vocalizations 
d i f f e r e d i n note, but had the same p i t c h , when the subject was 
'afraid', or 'contented'. Quivering of the wings and crouching 
took place i n f r o n t of the stimulus, i . e . 'brooding' and 'food 
seeking' behaviour. Nestling and contentment c a l l s , a low-pitched 
wh i s t l i n g , also took place i n front of the stimulus. 
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Figure 15. 
The performance of the best lapwing subjects 
during exposure (or approach) and preference 
(or discrimination) t r i a l s i n Experiment 4. 
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During the f i r s t day of exposure t r i a l s the four 
subjects approached the stimulus af t e r an average of 129 
seconds. Their responses increased from a mean of 30.7 
on day one, to a mean of I 5 8 . 5 on day three, This i s 
quite a high degree of approach (higher than any other wader, 
see table 6 and figures 12, I 4 and I 6 . ) The best responses 
were given by two of the subjects, the f i r s t received 
scores of 145, 192 and 278 on each respective day of exposure 
t r i a l s ; the second! subject received scores of 32, 357 and 
305 ( f i g u r e 17) on each respective day of exposure t r i a l s . 
The mean f o r a l l subjects during exposure t r i a l s i s IO5.I 
with a standard deviation of 145 .0 . t - test analysis shows 
that t h i s result i s not s t a t i s t i c a l l y s i g n i f i c a n t , ( t = 1.44, 
0.2'<'P<0.3). 
I n preference t r i a l s the oyster catcher chicks 
approached stimulus A, none however approached stimulus B. 
The low scores i n the t r i a l s (see tables 6 and 8 ) , are due 
to a lack of responsiveness, rather than negative scores obtained. 
On day 4 , the f i r s t day of exposure t r i a l s , approach scores were 
s i g n i f i c a n t , t = 1.759, 0 . 1 < P < 0 . 2 . 
I n conclusion, the oyster catcher does not appear 
s t a t i s t i c a l l y to imprint on stimulus A. However, the oyster 
catcher subjects do approach t h i s stimulus. Perhaps with a 
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The performance of the best oyster catcher subjects 
during exposure U r approach) and preference (or 
discrimination) t r i a l s , i n Experiment 4. 
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The oyster catchers responded to stimulus A more than 
any other species of wader. This i s probably because i n the 
w i l d the oyster catcher chicks, unlike the other waders, 
are fed by t h e i r parent^. This requires a heightening of the 
chick's responsiveness, to an imprinting stimulus. This w i l l 
be considered i n greater depth i n Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Experiment 5 ' An Attempt to Increase the Approach Responses 
i n Lapwings. 
I n the previous experiment the waders i n general, and 
the lapwings i n part i c u l a r , showed l i t t l e evidence of imprinting 
on the stimulus used. This was manifest by, a) poor approach 
behaviour i n the exposure t r i a l s of that experiment, and 
b) t h e i r apparent f a i l u r e t o prefer the stimulus to the competitor 
stimulus B i n the preference t r i a l s . I n the present study 
experimental variables were manipulated i n an attempt to 
improve t h i s performance. The experiment i s i n two parts. 
I n the f i r s t part of the experiment the frequency of 
the auditory stimulus, associated with stimulus A, was modified. 
This was done because some species of b i r d have preferred ranges 
of frequencies to which they w i l l respond (Collias and J ( ^ , 1953; 
Gottlieb, 1961a). The auditory stimulus was changed from a 
male voice repeating the words 'Kum, kum', to a female voice 
repeating the same words. The sound was of the same intensity 
but of a di f f e r e n t frequency. I f lapwings do have a preferred 
range of frequencies, either due to self audition, a par t i c u l a r l y 
s e n s i t i v i t y i n the inner ear, or an innate preference, then the 
higher frequency of the female human voice may be preferred. 
The procedure f o r the rest of t h i s experiment remained the same as 
i n experiment 4. 
Most imprinting experiments investigate the parent -
infant bond by attempting to imprint the infant on an inappropriate 
stimulus. One important factor of imprinting i s a r t i f i c i a l l y 
modified i n these experiments i . e . the length of time the infant i s 
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l e f t with the parent. Most imprinting experiments only have short 
exposure times t o the imprinting stimulus. I f the exposure time 
were increased i t may be found that imprinting on inappropriate 
objects increases markedly. For t h i s reason the exposure time of 
part two of experiment 5 was increased by 3 minutes per day. This 
gave a t o t a l possible score of - kSO, The preference t r i a l s 
remained the same as i n . Experiment 4« 
Part One. 
The effects of a HighrPitched Auditory Stimulus on Approach 
and Discrimination i n the lapwing. 
Subjects 
The subjects were 9 lapwings (Vanellus vanellus). 
Procedure 
The subjects were exposed to stimulus A, plus a high, 
frequency 'Kum' c a l l f o r 3 x 3 minutes t r i a l s per day,lasting 
for 3 days. These t r i a l s took place i n the rectangular run 
(see figure l a ) . The preference t r i a l s took place i n the 
triangular run ( f i g u r e lb) f o r 2 x 3 minute t r i a l s on days 4 
and 5» 
Results 
The performance of the lapwing subjects, during exposure 
t r i a l s , varied tremendously* Approach to the stimulus was 
positive on day one, but decreased, becoming negative on days 
2 and 3 (see tables 9 and 10 and figure 18). Seven of the nine 
subjects gave some approach to stimulus A, during exposure t r i a l s , 
although t h i s was poor. For the exposure t r i a l s the mean approach 
was 39.92, and the standard deviation, IO7.3 This result when 
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The performance of the lapwing, subjects exposed tjb 
a hign pitched auditory stimulus during exposure 
(or approach) or preference (or discrimination) 
t r i a l s i n Experiment 5.- part on°. 
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analysed by the t - t e s t , gave t = 1,068, 0.3^PCO.4. 
There was therefore, not a sig n i f i c a n t l e v e l of approach t o , or 
avoidance of, the stimulus during exposure t r i a l s . 
I n the preference t r i a l s there was l i t t l e or no 
evidence of a positive response to stimulus A (figure 18), 
The re s u l t s from t h i s experiment showed .that a higher frequency 
auditory stimulus, of "the type used, did not cause a significant 
increase i n approach over that shown by the lapwing subjects i n 
experiment 4. 
Part Two 
The Effects of an Increase i n the Time of Exposure to the 
Stimulus on Approach and subsequent Preferences. 
I n t h i s part of the experiment the length of exposure 
to stimulus A was increased. This modification was an attempt 
to increase the approach response to stimulus A, an inappropriate 
stimulus. 
Subjects 
The subjects used were 8 lapwing chicks. 
Procedure 
I n i t s natural environment a chick would be i n almost 
constant contact with i t s parents. The imprinting object would not 
be a r t i f i c i a l l y r e s t r i c t e d to 9 minutes per day, as was the case i n 
the e a r l i e r experiments. An increase i n the length of time of 
exposure to the stimulus may a l t e r the degree of responsiveness of 
subjects i n exposure and preference t r i a l s . For t h i s reason exposure 
to the f a m i l i a r stimulus i n exposure t r i a l s was increased by 3 
minutes per day. 
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Table 9 
Experiment 5 - Parts One and Two 
EXPERIIvENT EXPOSURE TRIALS PREFERENCE TRIALS 
DAYS . DAYS 1 
1 
1 2 3 4 
•I • 
i Part One 96.6 -63.6 -65.7 14.0 10.2 |MEAN 1 N = 9 25.0 122.3 123.7 35.4 42.2 1 St.D. 
i gart Two 86.0 148.6 161.2 48.0 . .43.2 IffiAN • 
j N = 8 193.5 208.4 .277.4 64.3 73.3 St.D.. 
This table gives the means and standard deviation on the subject's 
scores i n experiment 5. Scores from part two of experiment 5 are 
higher on the f i r s t three days, since exposure t r i a l s lasted f o r 
a longer period, per subject, than they did i n other experiments. 
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Table 10 
Experiment 5 • Parts One and Two 
EXPERIMEIW EXPOSURE TRIALS 
DAYS 




MEAN Part One 
• N = 9 
-.39.92 12.11 
107.3 39.04 St.D. 
t = 1.068, 0-3 <P<0.5 t.= 0.9305, 0.3(PCO.4 t - test 
IffiAN ! Part Two 
N = 8 
131.9 45.62 
231.7 69.01 St.D. j 
t = 3^:609, 0.1<'P<0.2 t = 1.869, 0.l(p(0.2 t test ' 
1 
i 
I n table 10 the mean and standard deviation are calculated f o r 
the exposure and preference t r i a l s . The t - test analysis i s also 
shown.. 
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A f t e r the 3 x 3 minute t r i a l s , the subject remained i n the 
apparatus to commence a further 3 minute period. The subject 
was not removed from the run between the 3rd and the 4th t r i a l s . 
The t o t a l score possible, per day, f o r the exposure t r i a l s 
was - 480, and the t o t a l score f o r the preference t r i a l s 
remained the same at - 24O per day. These were the only 
modifications to the procedure used i n experiment 4. 
Results . 
Analysis of the results showed that a l l subjects 
approached the fam i l i a r stimulus on each day of the exposure 
and preference t r i a l s . This positive response was not always 
high. The percentages of subjects giving overall positive 
responses were 75fo, 87.5?^ , 15%, 15% and ^2.5%, on days 1,2, 
3,4 and 5 respectively. Thus, on average, more subjects 
responded po s i t i v e l y than negatively. The means were reasonably 
high, but the wide range of scores produced a high standard 
deviation (see table 3 and figure 19). Analysis of the exposure 
t r i a l s , indicates that the le v e l of approach was not s i g n i f i c a n t , 
( t = 1.609, 0.1<P<0.2). 
The approach scores during preference t r i a l s were 
lower than the scores obtained during exposure t r i a l s (see 
figur-e 19). The mean and standard deviation for each day can 
be seen i n table 9. Analysis of the preference t r i a l s (see 
table 10), indicates a lack of significance i n approach to 
stimulus A ( t = 1.869; , 0.1<P<0.2. 
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The p.erformance of the lapwing subjects given three 
linutes extra exposure time during exposure (or 
ipproach) or preference (or discrimination) 
t r i a l s i n experiment 5, part .2, 
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One subject did exceptionally well i n both presentation 
and discrimination t r i a l s . This subjects scores are shown below:-
Days Scores Maximum Possible Scores 
1 333 480 
2 399 480 
3 474 480 
4 202 240 
5 184 240 
Discussion 
The exceptional results f o r t h i s subject might indicate that 
imprinting, to the combined stimulus, had occurred. However, 
because only one subject did t h i s w e l l , i t i s d i f f i c u l t to know 
how to i n t e r p r e t t h i s behaviour. 
As the majority of subjects did not obtain high 
scores i n the prefeirence t r i a l s i t cannot be said that the 
subjects had imprinted. 
I t may be noted that on average the approach to stimulus 
A during exposure t r i a l s and during preference t r i a l s were 
somewhat higher than i n the other two experiments i n which 
lapwings were used. However, s t a t i s t i c a l comparisons of the 
results of the preference t r i a l s between these experiments did 
not y i e l d any significant differences. V/hilst i t i s s t i l l 
tempting to speculate that a further increase i n exposure time 
might lead to imprinting i n t h i s species, t h i s must remain at 




In t h i s study the importance of. experimental 
uniformity has been stressed and a comparative study of imprinting 
i s reported, i n which the i m p r i n t a b i l i t y of various species of 
precocial, nidifugous birds was investigated. By maintaining 
uniformity of experimental procedure i t was hoped that 
differences i n response to the experimental s t i m u l i would be 
due solely to species differences. A l l subjects were hatched 
and reared i n approximately the same manner, allowing f o r 
differences i n temperature and humidity of the species i n 
incubation. 
The responses of the species varied greatly. The 
gallinaceous birds (the domestic fowl, partridge and pheasant), 
responded favourably i n approach during exposure and preference 
t r i a l s . This would indicate that they had become attached t o , or 
imprinted on, the stimulus. I n exposure t r i a l s the order of 
approach amongst the d i f f e r e n t species was : melanistic pheasants; 
partridge; domestic fowl; and ring neck pheasant. However, i n 
preference t r i a l s t h i s order changed, so that the domestic fowl 
subjects now achieved the highest approach scores. G-iven the 
v a r i a b i l i t y of response of a l l the game birds i n exposure and 
preference t r i a l s , they could be said to have imprinted successfully 
and more or less equally. 
This res u l t was expected, at least f o r the domestic fowl, 
because of Lorenz's hypothesis (1935, 1937), and the work of other 
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experimenters on t h i s species. The fact that other game birds also 
react i n the same way as the domestic fowl appears to substantiate 
Lorenz's view. 
I n the anseriformes, the wild mallard (Anas platyrhynchos), 
was studied. This species reacted i n much the same way as did the 
game bi r d s , except that during the preference t r i a l s they made more 
approaches to stimulus B than the game birds. 
Results obtained with the charadriiformes (waders) were 
variable. No sig n i f i c a n t l e v e l of approach or attachment was 
shown by any specie of waders. This would appear to substantiate 
I^orenz's hypothesis. However, the responses of individual curlews 
and lapwings suggests that some birds did approach and might have 
become attached to the stimulus. Three possible factors could 
account f o r the wader's lack of responsiveness; the length of 
time the subjects were exposed to the stimulus; the stimulus 
chosen; and the i m p r i n t a b i l i t y of the species to a non-natural stimulus. 
The length of time that the subjects were exposed to 
the stimulus was manipulated i n the experiments on lapwings. 
Those subjects exposed fo r the longest intervals ( 4 x 3 minute 
t r i a l s per day, experiment 5, part 2), gave positive results 
overall, but there was no r e a l evidence of imprinting. I t remains 
possible that a longer exposure time could result i n the lapwing 
imprinting, but the author has no fir m evidence to support t h i s 
suggestion. 
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stimulus A, used i n these experiments, was found to 
be eff e c t i v e i n e l i c i t i n g responses from domestic fowl and 
mallard ducklings. I t was f e l t that t h i s stimulus might 
also have been effective f o r the other species. The oyster-catcher 
appears to have been attracted to the stimulus, but the waders did 
not s i g n i f i c a n t l y approach i t . This may have been due to a lack 
of attractiveness of the stimulus, or a natural lack of 
responsiveness of curlew and lapwing chicks to a non natural 
imprinting object. 
I f the mode of l i f e of the species were to be taken i n t o 
account, t h i s could aid inte r p r e t a t i o n of the experimental res u l t s . 
The oyster catchers f o r example, a^vpears to do better i n these 
experiments than other waders (a larger number of oyster-catcher 
subjects may have confirmed these observations). The oyster-catcher' 
parents feed.their chicks, they do not merely 'guide' the chicks to 
an area where food can be found, as do the parents of lapwings 
and curlews. The oyster-catcher parent calls the chick and then 
presents food i n i t s red b i l l . The chick then takes the food from 
the parent's b i l l (Tinbergen & Norton-Griffiths, I964). This 
close, strong bond between chick and parent i s also required because 
the chick must be taught the d i f f i c u l t task of feeding on mussels 
and other shell f i s h . I f the oyster catcher chick has to imprint 
strongly on the parent, f o r i t s survival, then imprinting responses 
i n t h i s species are l i k e l y to be stronger than f o r others not fed 
by the parent, e.g. curlews and lapwings. (The moorhen (Gallinula 
chloropus) a gruiformid, i s also fed by the parent, and i t shows 
strong responses to the imprinting stimulus i n imprinting t r i a l s ^  
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j^inde et a l , 1956). The better performance of some of the species 
i n these experiments may be due to the closeness of the l i n k between 
parent and offspring, i n the natural environment. Prom the point 
of view of natural selection a 'close* attachment dviring the 
f i r s t two days of l i f e would be essential f o r the survival 
of the chicks of these species (e.g. the domestic fowl, partridge, 
pheasant, mallard, moorhen and oyster catcher). 
After the curlew and lapwing chicks have l e f t the nest, 
the parent vaguely 'guides' them. Contact subsequently tends to 
occur only during brooding. The chicks become more attached to 
siblings than to t h e i r parents. Lind ( I96I ) , descx-'ibed t h i s behaviour, 
amongst waders, with specific reference to the black-tailed godwit 
(Limosa limosa). In an experimental s i t u a t i o n , such as described 
here, the curlews and lapwings may be responding positively to the 
non natural stimulus but because of the natural bond between parents 
and chicks, i . e . a loose bond, l i t t l e or no approach response 
i s given to the stimulus. 
On t h i s basis the high l e v e l of approach, and subsequent 
attachment of most game birds and the mallards, may be due to the 
very close parent-chick bond normally found with these species 
(G-ottlieb 1963). I n future experiments with waders the special 
nature of the parent-chick bond should be taken in t o account. 
Lorenz's postulation (1935), of the completeness of the innate 
schemata i n the curlew may not be necessary i.e . the response of 
t h i s species could be dependent on the.natural responsiveness of 
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the chick to the parent, than to the presence of an innate 
schemata. 
A c l a s s i f i c a t i o n i f imprinting behaviour, based on the 
type of contact between parent and offspring, may help i n 
explaining the levels of i m p r i n t a b i l i t y of diff e r e n t species. 
I n t h i s nay species would be c l a s s i f i e d according to the type 
of contact between parent and chick. The species with the 
closest parent-chick bond, i . e . most game birds would be placed 
at one extreme. Those with a 'feeding and protecting' bond, i . e . 
the oyster catcher and moorhen, would be located centrally. 
Those with the loosest bond of protecting and brooding, i . e . 
curlews and godwits would be at the other extreme. The ease 
of i m p r i n t a b i l i t y i n the laboratory may be d i r e c t l y related to 
t h e i r position on the scale. L i s t i n g species on t h i s scale would 
allow experimenters, examining imprinting, to take the 'closeness' 
of the response to the natural parent,' i n t o consideration. Previously 
when chicks, with a 'loose' parent-chick bond, showed how responses 
to non-natural s t i m u l i i t was assumed to be due to a'lack of 
i m p r i n t a b i l i t y ' . I f a scale of responsiveness, f o r the parent-chick 
bond existed, experiments f o r each species could be suitably devised. 
Three suggestions f o r further experiments, which take i n t o 
account the nature of the parent-chick bond, are:-
a) I f , i n preference t r i a l s , a stuffed, moving adult curlew or 
lapwing were used as an imprinting stimulus, and the chick approached 
t h i s , then the curlew or lapwing chick can be said to have 
imprinted. However, i f no significant approach was made to t h i s 
stimulus, then the presence of a loose parent-chick bond would be 
supported. 
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b) A longer exposure time to the stimulus would mirror the 
naturally occurring situation more closely; 
c) A reduction i n the temperature of the experimental chamber to 
below l6°C, the temperature at which brooding occurs i n waders 
(Lind 1961), may cause subjects to approach the stimulus, as 
they would natura l l y approach t h e i r parent i n the brooding 
s i t u a t i o n . 
The variety of results found i n the experiments 
described i n t h i s thesis indicates that species are fundamentally 
d i f f e r e n t i n t h e i r learning and degree of responsiveness. In 
examining a natural phenomenon such as imprinting, the natural 
s i t u a t i o n must be referred to constantly. The results i n t h i s 





The experiments carried out i n t h i s thesis were basically 
exploratory i n nature. Very l i t t l e was or i s known on the 
%<i. 
i m p r i n t a b i l i t y of wild species such asj|curlew, lapwing and oyster 
catcher. I n t h i s j , study was made of the comparative responsiveness 
of these species to a single stimulus. D i f f i c u l t i e s arose i n : 
a) choosing a suitable stimulus as the l i m i t e d number of subjects 
obtained precluded the p o s s i b i l i t y of pri o r t esting to a range of 
st i m u l i , and b) the d i f f i c u l t y of finding and collecting eggs. 
When the eggs of the wild species of curlews, lapwings and 
oyster catchers were obtained the age of the embryos could not be 
calculated. This meant that the neonatal behaviour of some 
subjects may have been affected by t h e i r transportation and 
subsequent change of incubatory temperature, humidity and l i g h t i n g 
conditions. 
The godwit (Liraosa limosa) eggs are more d i f f i c u l t to 
obtain than wader's eggs. I t i s f o r t h i s reason that the godwit 
was not used i n these experiments to v e r i f y the regulative/mosaic 
hypothesis of Lorenz. Had there been a greater number of the 
species used i t may have been possible to v e r i f y an interesting 
point which emerged from a p i l o t study. Approach and preference 
for stimulus A did not reach a significant l e v e l i n any of the 
wader species, but one or two subjects i n each species did make 
substained approaches to the stimulus with a greater and more 
assured supply of eggs and with suitable modification of the 
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experiment, these approach behaviours may well.reach a more 
si g n i f i c a n t l e v e l i n the species as a whole. 
2. Mixing of a Species A f t e r Isolate Rearing 
An in t e r e s t i n g sequence of behaviours occurred when a 
previously isolated lapwing was placed with siblings, after 
experimentation. This chick was taken from the cage where i t 
had been reared i n i s o l a t i o n u n t i l i t was f i v e days old, and 
placed i n t o a communal cage with i t s peers. Immediately, the 
chick emitted a sequence of 'fear chirps' and avoided the other 
nestling lapwings. This behaviour continued for a few hours. 
Often, the other 'socialised' chicks approached the newcomer. 
The chick would then avoid the approaching chicks, though 
sometimes avoidance would subside and i t would peck at the other 
chicks. This pecking response may have been investigatory or 
aggressive i n nature. Eventually, possibly due to habituation, 
the chick nestled with the others. Constant exposure had led 
to socialisation with peers. \'iTiether t h i s also affected i t s 
l a t e r s o c i a l , sexual and parental behaviours i s unknown, as these 
chicks were released before sexual maturity was reached. 
These finding possibly indicate two factors. F i r s t l y , 
that the sensitive period had terminated a f t e r 5 days, and 
novel s t i m u l i caused fear and produced avoidance (Moltz I96O; 
Salzen, I962). Certainly fear had developed, since the chick could 
no longer be induced to approach or follow novel s t i m u l i . Secondly, 
the same species, i . e . lapwings, were treated as novel stimuli by the 
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newcomer. This i s very important. I f an innate schema of the 
species existed (Lorenz 1935) then fear would not have been induced 
by peers. These lapwing chicks would have been the innate 
releasing mechanism for the innate response, and they would have 
been accepted by the chick. I f , however, fear had reached a 
s u f f i c i e n t l y high l e v e l , then the innate schema would not have 
been released (Dimond, 1971)• 
3. S t a t i s t i c a l Tests 
Three s t a t i s t i c a l tests have been used i n t h i s thesis: 
the Mann-?/hitney U t e s t ; the sign t e s t ; and the t - t e s t . These 
tests are the standard forms of the test as described i n McNemar 
(1969) and Siegel (1956)* 
1. Mann-Whitney U '^est 
Ul = Nl N2 + Nl (Nl + 1) 
2 
(where both N l and N2 are greater than 8) 
(U2 = Nl. N2 - Ul as a check fo r the lowest U).. Special tables 
can be used when Nl or N2 i s less than 8. 
2. Sign Test ^ 
The n u l l hypothesis tested by the sign test i s : 
p (XA XB ) = p ,(.XA XB) = 1" 
or p = Q = 
V/here ^  i s the number of matched pairs for a N 25. 
Any pairs with the same sign or which ar e indistinguishable are 
considered as 't i e s ' and deducted from the N. 
X i s the number of fewer signs. Tables can then be used to f i n d out 
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the p r o b a b i l i t y f o r a particular]? value, i . e . when X deviates 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y from 50:50 chance. 
3. t - t e s t 
The t - t e s t i s used fo r experiments i n which the number of 
subjects used i s small (N 30). The smaller the number of subjects 
the greater i s the change from a normal d i s t r i b u t i o n curve. 
Hence t = (M - ML) 
Sm 
where M = mean of the sample, 
ML = hypothetical population mean, 
and Sm = SD 
N 
N = number of scores used to compute the means. 
SD = the standard deviation. 
To allow for the change i n thie d i s t r i b u t i o n curve, the 
degrees of freedom f o r the N must be considered; leading to a 
N - 1 number of possible deviations. For a particular N - 1, the 
t can be checked against a probability l e v e l . 
* McNemar, Q (19^9) 
Siegel, S. (1956) 
•Psychological S t a t i s t i c s ' 
Publ. John Wiley & Sons Inc. 
'Non parametric S t a t i s t i c s f o r 
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